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Smith and Machinist.

such a thing tu nappeu. lec 1 implore
you to spare tbem."
He p la ceil the rifle on the sand and
raised her tenderly, for she bad yielded to u paroxysm of tears. Not another
word did either of them speak in that
hour. The large triangular sail of the
eampuu was now bellying out in the
south wind. A figure stood up in tlie
stern of tbe boat und shook α menacing
arm at tl:e couple on the beach.
It was the Malay chief, cursing tbem
with the nuie eloquence of his barbaAnd Jenks well knew
rous tongue.
what he was saying.

Weekly Crop Report.
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Hhm.-.nd, AicrtcultUT&l Kdltor Oxford Dem ditions is as follows:
an·! promptly re·
<- trai-s, ou., cofttli
ocrit, I'&rU, Me.
While the temperature conditions of
*ai Ui ! water nfplng Jon*· to onler.
the week ending May 1 were much more
favorable than in the previous week,
Sweet Corn for Canneries.
I.HKKT I». PARK,
and
complaints of slow germination and
growth are very general in Missouri
Licensed Auctioneer,
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Red River of the North valleys,
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Rocky Mountain slope, lake region, and
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In the Middle and South
The raising of sweet corn fur the cau- New England.
Atlantic and Gulf States and in the Ohio
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>!>HKr.
favorable temperatures preh Attorney» an-l Counsellor» at Law,
nearly every farmer has become a past Valley very the Central
and West Gulf
master
or
at least has vailed, but
at
the
business,
MAINE.
Kl'MEORI» KALLS,
and
States
portions of the South AtlanItis own ideas how to raise the best crop
:.i Collection impartaient.
and Ohio and Central Missis> ν
on his farm.
Yet judgiug from t he tic States
KalphT Park.··
suffered from excessive
.·. I». Bltbcc,
questions I have received regarding the sippi valleys
masweet corn crop on Morey Farm last rains, hindering farming operations
1.. BUCK.
terially. New England, North Dakota,
I
year, since the article of Hon. Β. M
need
Florida continue to
Fernald appeared in the Farmer. 1 judge Montana and
Surgeon Dentist,
of the lower
there are beginners at the business and rain, but the portions
MAINE.
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betothers
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for
looking
perhaps
i»'-t * ra warranted.
in
the previous week received
ure
ter ineth-'ds.
Ou the Pacific Coast
There are certain things that each ample rainfall.
cool for favorable
Κ II I* IOSKS,
farmer has to learn for himself, because the week was too
frosts in Washfarms vary in the elements of plaut food growth, with frequent
Jen t let.
and in moisture, so what might be the ington.
In most of the principal corn states
M \INE
best method on our farm might not
NORWAY,
has made slow progress,
some other corn planting
at
all
to
satisfactory
prove
Hour.—9to 13—1 to4.
for this work
farmer. The matter of deep or shallow but extensive preparations
have been made, and, with favorable
M O
plowing, plowing under dressing or har: \llii WOODHl'RY, A M
much will be planted during
rowing in after plowing, fall or spring weather,
the first week in May.
Planting is
plowing, etc.. depends so much on the
Physic an and Surgeon,
finished in the southern porgenerally
it
and
season
is
the
that
farm
impossible
MAINE.
«οΓΤΙΙ PARIS,
Missouri. In the
to lay down any rigid rule.
If land is tions of Kansas and
southern portion of the Middle Atlantic
ni'l α·Ηΐ·!«·<*, 12 HUh Street.
not too wet and has a hard subsoil to
States planting has been actively carried
prevent leaching, I think it a good plan
as far north as PennI' t SMITH.
to
under a moderate amount of on and has begun
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[COKTI5VXD·]
day of their reslthe island the sailor climbed,
a<« was his invariable habit, to the
Summit rock while Iris prepared breakAt this early hour the horizon
fast.
w:·. ; clearly cut as the rlui of a sapli re. He examined the whole arc of
the sea with his glasses, but uot η will
was i:i sight.
According to his calcu!::lioiis the growing anxiety as to the
«
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f.'.te of the Sirdar must long ere thin
have culmina ted in the dispatch from
Hongkong or Singapore of a special
search vessel, while British warships
in the China sea would be warned to
keep a close lookout for any traces of
the steamer, to visit all Islands on their
route and to question fishermen whom
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CHAPTER VIII.
HEY looked long and steadfastly
at t!:e retreating boat. Soon it
diminished tu a mere speck on

bee in a violent hurry nummed pnet
Lis ear. anil 11 rock near his right foot
was Htrni-k a tremendous blow by un
unwen agency. Ho liked this. It would
lie a battle, not a battue.
The tiftli Dynk crumpled Into tbe
distortion of death, and then their
leader took deliberate aim at the kneeling marksman who threatened to wipe
him and his band out of existence.
Mut his delil oration, though skillful,
was tjj profound. The sailor flred first
and was professionally astonished to
the cuudily attired
individual
see
tOL'soJ violently backward for many
yard finally pitching headlong to the
earth. Had lie been charged by a bull
in full career lie cauld not have been
more utterly discomfited. The incident
was

the' smooth sea. The even
broe::»· kept its canvas taut, and the
sailor knew that no ruse was intended.
The Dyak.s were Hying from the islaud
in fear and rage. They would return
with a force sulllcient to insure the
wreaking of their vengeance.
That l:o would again encounter them
at 110 distant date Jenks had no doubt
whatever. They would land in such
numbers as to render any resistance
dltlicult and a prolonged defense impossible. Would help come first?—a
distracting question to which definite
answer could not be given. The sailor's brow frowned In deep lines; his
brain throbbed now with an anxiety
singularly at variance with his cool deHe was utme.tnor during the fight.
terly unconscious that hi.; left arm encircled the shoulder of the girl until
fche gently disengaged herself und said

sensational, but inexplicable.

they encountered. So help might come
Yet another member of the band was
plow
any day or it might be long deferred. s rostrated ere the two as yet unscathanother
coat on top sylvania.
then
dressing,
at
Law,
apply
Attorney
Practically all reports indicate that He could not pierce the future, and It ed thought lit to beat a retreat. This
md work iu with the harrow. 1 would
MAINE,
N<»KW\Y.
wheat continues in unusually was useless to vex his soul with quesnot do this, however, if 1 were fall plow- winter
they now did with celerity, but they
( ollectlooe a Specialty.
111 « L
the temperature of tionings as to what might happen next
ing. In such case it is better to plow, promising condition,
dragged their chief with them. It was
favormore
been
week
the
having
past
week. The great certainty of the hour no
apply the dressing and work in with the
part of .lenks' programme to allow
of this crop
KRRIC'K Λ I'AKK.
was Iris—the blue eyed, smiling divinharrow, or the ground may be plowed ible for the advance
them to escape. He aimed again at
for
1!
unfavorable
been
has
weather
l)ry
the
and the dressing spread on after
who had come into his life—wait- the man nearest the trees. There was
Attorneys at Law,
and growth of spring ity
ground is frozen or even after snow has the germination
the
MAINE.
The early sown ing for him down there beyond
a sharp click and nothing more. The
in the Dakotas.
wheat
liKTIlEl.,
So
rules.
for
the
flexible
come.
much
e'ler *■ I>!Wrk
and in Min- tree;, waiting to welcome him with η ci:i!"Ι·:ϊ« was a misfire. II·· hastily
s >n Κ Herri*.
Now there art» a few iron rules that in South Dakota, however,
he
kne.v.
and
for
sweet
voiced
The outlook
greeting,
nesota is doing well.
soin iit to eject it. and the rifle Jammed.
ought to be considered as such by every
»ll\ -S. IIAKLOW,
«pting wheat in Iowa, Oregon and w Hi a fierce devouring Joy. that lier
see that
First,
corn
sweet
S-rlnsing to his foot, with a yell, he
grower.
j
is very promising.
cheek would not pale nor lier lip trem- ran forward. The
every foot of grouud is properly plowed; Washington
flying men caught α
continues
for
oats
The general outlook
\ttorney at Law,
ble when lie announced that at least
the old atlage of "haste makes waste,"
of him and accelerated their
glimpse
oat
most
MAINE
in
the
>
favorable
important
I I \ ΚI Κ I. D,
is especially true of the preparation of
another sun must set before the ex- movements. Just as he reached Iris
Nebraska the
the land for a crop of corn. After plow- <Ute«. In Kausas and
pected relief reached them.
of
effects
the
from
is
they vanishsd among the trees.
recovering
WHEELER,
KIUMT Λ
ing and applying your dressing harrow- :rop
lie replaced the glasses in their case
and
Dakotas
In
the
cold.
porSlinging the rifle over his shoulder.
previous
it thoroughly, lengthways, croeswa\sand
a
the
into
wood,
giving passhas and dived
then, for fear there is a spot tons of the lake region germination
at Law.
Counsellors
diagonally;
and
the
that
wind,
Attorneys
aot been satisfactory.
Seeding is well ing thought to the fact
not quite mellow enough, harrow again.
sol TH I'ARIS, MAINE.
from the south
The more it is harrowed the richer be- idvanced in the more northerly sections after blowing steadily
her
let
CW
Alton
11 e* ». Wright.
>f the central part of the country, and for nearly a week, hud veered round to
comes the sod. for it liberates so much
the
of
tias begun in the northern part
Did
the northeast during the night.
more plant food from old Mother Earth
PHOItATF NOTICES.
Well,
who is rich iu these properties but stub- Middle Atlantic States.
the change portend a storm?
cotton
the
of
»
the
eastern
Over
portion
I.
born in giving thetn up. The young
i.er->on* lntcre*te«l In either of the e»tat
they were now prepared for all such
jelt the weather conditions have been
herein .fier namcl :
corn
roots, also, appreciate a mellow
eventualities, and he had not forgotProlate Court In vacation, at PartΜ
is
which
for
cotton
favorable
planting,
in
fi.rtM· ounty of < »xf.>nl. on the >th «lay seed bed by pushing out rapidly
other
In the more souther- ten that they possessed, among
\ pril, t" the year of our Lonl one thousanl
every direction. The time was when tearing completion
matt,
treasures, a box of books for rainy
stands
being
districts,
generally
M to»ll»l an-l tlve. the following
good
it
to
make
y
I farmers harrowed simply
i\lt>„· i»een pr<--«eMe·! f· r the action thereu|>oii
Aud a rainy day with Iris for
ndicated. In the Central and Western days.
easier hoeing, but we have learned that
ifu r ι. NnMli it l« heni.y «>κι»κκκι»
lees company! What gale that ever blew
that is the last argument to us for good listricts planting is much delayed,
l'haï notice thereof be given to .ill person* In
onler to Ι·«
han half of the area having been plant- could offer such compensation for enlei «ιοί, by i-au«lug a copy of this
harrowing.
Μ Ν he· I three wee*» sûcceenlvely In the i>\
and Inat Souih
forced Idleness?
The land is now ready for the seed. id in Louisiana and Oklahoma

ριιΐ>11·Λκ.*<Ι

-I 1 Humeral. a newspaper
at a
I·.»rl-.. In »al'l County, that they ιη»ν appear
on th·
Probate Court lo be heM at Kryeburg,
lii-t Tue·*· lay ot June, X l> I soft, at nine of th.
c!o«k In tht forenix·:» an>l he hear-ι tnertx"·
they te·· cause :
MCSK-T I· W A lit», minor, of lllrain, Onal
account pre eut.· I for allowance l»y K<lwln L.
Poor, ^uaM'an
AUDI SON K. HERRK K.
Ju'lye of »al"l Court.
A true copy—Atte-t
X LBERT D. PARK, Register.

in
He sure you know beforehand whether lian Territories, only about one-half
Northern Mississippi and very little in
time
Much
valuable
is
seed
good.
your
in
and money has beeu lost by planting Vrkansas, practically none being up
;he last mentioned state.
of
seed
are
sure
seed.
If
your
you
poor
I and the weather is right much time can
In northern, central and eastern counhe saved in thinning the corn, if the ies of Texas much of the cotton area
much cotton
plauter can be K(,verned to drop about 'emains implanted, and
and in both Texas and Louisiana has
the number of kernels you wish to grow.
and exThis, however, we tlnd hard to do and >een badly washed out by rains,
often have to put in more seed in some ensive replanting will be necessary.
hills to get enough in others; for, of 1 )ver the southwestern part of the ootton
XOTICE.
cotton is generally doing
course, we want to be sure of a full ; i*-ea in Texas
for
tin
State»
the Plstrlrt Court of th·· Unite·!
stand. We have our rows three feet well, and chopping and cultivation are
I»l-lrVt of Ma'ne. In Bankruptcy.
i η progress.
apart aud hills eighteen inches apart in
)
I ο the matter of
Transplanting tobacco is nearly finiehthe row, and 1 believe three spears of
In Bankruptcy
\I.KREI> L. DAVIS,
j
Too much · >d in South Carolina and has begun in
corn to each hill sufficient.
of Rumfonl, Bankrupt,
s'orth Carolina. Plants are generally
I the creditor* of Alfrc«l L. Davis in the attention caunot be paid to this thin<
but are backward in Ohio,
inty of ixfonl an·! ll-»trl«-t aforcaal·!:
it
is
corn and money you are ] )lentiful,
if
ning.
ol
"lav
Sotl. e 1» hereby given that on the >:th
ind are being damaged somewhat by inI». I SUS, the »al<t Alfre·! I. l»avlh after, ;is too thick a stand makes small,
May, \
iects in Kentucky, where preparations
»
I 1 y a l.iullcale·! bankrupt, an.I that the llr-t
unsatisfactory ears.
ι:
t-ΐΐηκ of hi.·» creditors wl!l be heM at tin
The next important thing is cultiva- I or planting are m progress.
( .urt
Hon-e, In South Pari*, on the £4th
While the reporte respecting fruit are
o'clock tion, ami it is perhaps the most imporΜ i>.
A. 1».
1HU5. at 10
they indicate that
tant of all.
1 recently saw au article nore favorable,
forci'oon, at which time the «al
i>ro*e
their
daim·,
teaches have been extensively killed,
eniQkM may atteu.l,
of
mine
recornmeuda
friend
written
by
...........
..*·■rtiltt
th»
lutnkruuL
of the band hoe as a means ι ilthough an excellent crop is promised
tel transact eue h other business as maj ing tin· use
«^cultivation. That is all ri^bt if un- η Southern Georgia, and in a few other
properly coin·* liefore ·»ϋ1>1 meeting.
Viuth" Paris, May H, 1905.
friend is in love with the hoe. I am lections the outlook for peaches is someGEO. A. WILSON,
not. and if 1 should give a piece of corn what improved.
Referee tn Bankru tcv
anything like the amount of cultivation
Price.
mutick.
I think necessary with a hoe or even Winter Butter and its High
< oi:rt of tbe l'nlte-t >tate· for th*
In tne
to «ο over the piece with a
Winter butter making in warm Maine
attempt
In
Bankruptcy.
I»*-tri t of Main·'
hoe every time it was cultivated lam jams has received special encouragelu the mutter »'
)
nent from the ruling high price it has
In Bankruptcy, utraul the protlt on the com and my
WILLIS o RKlOltD,
:ommanded the past winter, and which
of ">outh Paris, Biukrupt. )
disposition would suffer alike.
We go over the corn to thin it, that is :o the surprise of producer as well as
To the creditors of Willie O. Reconi In the
» ounty of oxfonl ami illstrtct afore**!I
all: the rest is done by the horses and iealer it still holds with only slightly
Notice In hereby *tven that on t' e iath 'lay of
When the corn first pricks reduced measure up to this mid-spring
teamsters.
11 Recorl «·
\prll, A. D Ι'«Λ. the »*1Ί Willi»
luly h '.iu'tlraieil bankrupt. un I that tbe llrst tlirough the grouud we go over it with :ime. Since the perfection of the cold
Court
at
tne
will
be
heM
hi*
creΊliar*
meeting of
the weeder. If free from stones aud itorage system in these later years, by
llou^e. In Smth Parte, on the lTth 'lay of Mav.
stubbles we go over again a few days which the choice grass butter of the
Λ I » |·«Λ. at l(> o'clock tn the forenoon, at wh'ch
After that we put the two-horse >:iry summer is now held in the freezers
time the "*1Ί debitors may atten't, prove their later.
ialm*. appoint a truste»·. examine the tiankrupt. cultivator into it.
We use a Kraus I ind carried forward, almost without
ami transact such other bu-lnees ae may t>ro|ierly
pivot-axle cultivator and with the narring the gilt edge of its perfection,
mm· Ix-fore «III iiievtlu*.
shields we can cultivate close to small ;o the shortage of winter and the early
>outh l'art», Mav I, Ι'Λή
tiEo. A. WILSON,
I have
corn without covering it.
•pring, the premium to the maker of
Referee In Bankrupt!* τ
iuterest in selliug the Kraus cultivator, lutter in winter has been small and unbut will say to my brother farmers right I emunerative. Meanwhile to add to this
STATE or ΜΛ1\Κ.
here that it is the most perfect working I evelling down of the price of winter
I jutter on account of the held summer
cultivator 1 have ever seen.
Treasurer*» office.
W e keep the cultivator running most nake, the ruling high cost of the grain
lyu'j.
12,
Augusta, April
foot reed which must be liberally fed in winof Ian·! ■ Ί the time until the corn in over a
.m the following townships or traet
Lkt not ruu it deep but keep 2
«r
:
ib · t·· !*· lUM In anv town, the following tall
dairying has for several winters
ma le
I, :rowded the profite of winter butter
i.t iit< for tne State t.i\ of ΙΪΛ5 were
mellow.
Inches of the top light aud
I.«)5
i>cl-!alure on the J4th ilay of Man n,
As a conI his acts as a mulch or blanket to draw I naking to a narrow margin.
OXFORD COUNTY WILD LANDS.
up moisture from below to the corn I tinence many dairymen who have been
47.Ni
t
K-veburjc AcatL tirant,
fall , 'unning cows fresh in winter discontinu£<iu»· roots for there is not half rain
\, 1, Rllev PI.
15!·«υ «•nough in a season to furnish the corn
κΐ the practice. Just to what extent
An 'over Nortli Surplus,
V>
57
V h·lover Wert Surplus,
what it has to have to drink. If Γ bis change has reduced the measure of
3W1I plant
t.
it will
winter made butter, of course no one
152.V the cultivator is run too deep
•
surplu»,
I ( :an tell. Certain it is, however, the
352 2»> jure the corn roots and hurt the crop.
Ν
I. Κ I. Rteha-'tsonlowu,
54
422
V
Kl. Ma^illowav PL,
At picking time employ careful
resh make has been unusually and
ββ2.40
Ν- t. R. 2. A-lanist^wn,
not leave their wages
lurprisingly short for several months
2»4 !*> er> who will
Ν··
Lincoln PI
Κ.
387 5u bind them and do not let the factory
This has been sufficient reason
iast.
ν
». Κ i. Lower Cupsuptic.
283 νβ order in
ν
Κ 3, Parkenowu.
your corn until it is ready to j ο account for the higher prices which
wi
.'7'i
Ν
t. It 4, L'pper Cupsuptic,
It should be full aud plump and 11 lave characterized the passing season.
JM II pick.
ν
Y Κ 4, I vnchtown,
substance to show full l· Vhether present conditions will be re'223.2» "f sufficient
Ν
4. Κ. 5, < <xbow.
·»4ο t»>
No » Κ. rt, lt< Will HI low 11,
plump kernels after an ear bas been 11 >eated another winter cannot be deIS»;*»
No. 5, Κ. 5, I'armat'henee,
trained in advance, though it is well
Ι'Ό.ΙΚΙ boiled.
Bach'htor's tirant,
iu this
One inquirer asked if a profitable crop
mown that any marked change
TIMBER AND 6RASS ON RESERVED
on
of sweet corn could be raised
>usiness cannot bo brought about sudLANDS
seed
is
even
alone. With good soil, good
ienly. Time is required. It
<
$13#' phate
13» rind good cultivation, I would say yes, 11 low too late to effect any marked obange
No 4, R. 1, W. Β. K. ·*.,
27.«> but of course to
No ». H. 2. W Β. K. P.,
properly fertilize a piece j η the number of fresh cows for next
15.60
No ». K. 3. W. Κ. K. P..
of land with commercial fertilizer re- winter's supply of fresh make of butter.
13.50
Ν
j. Κ I. W Κ K P.. M»K*!loway PL.
12UI» quires quite an outlay in money and if -Maine Farmer.
Ν
W. Β Κ P.. Lincoln Pl.,
·.. Κ.
1«.ί«
Ν
.Y R. 3. VV It. Κ Ρ
anything happens to the crop it leaves
Salt for Sheep.
10.!·
No 4. R 4. W Β Κ Ρ
the farmer considerably out of pocket.
«.en
No. :>, K -4. W Β K p.,
After all the emphasis that has been
of
.it*)
lbs.
about
We
are
».«'
using
No ». I{. 5, W
only
Β. K P..
7.Λ» chemicals of our own mixing per acre as I put upon the importance of supplying
No 5, R 5. W Β. K. P..
S 75
Nu »,
«. W Β. K. P..
plenty of salt to the sheep flock, some
a starter and rely on our stable dressing
8 4»>
A.Kl(Rlley),
i-ckraasters still fail to appreciate its
4.S) to carry the crop to maturity.—Herbert
A ii'lover North Surplus,
7.20 M. Tucker in Maine Farmer.
ralue, says Leo C. Reynolds in Michigan
C. surplus,
ο R V M V NI A I SMITH,
Farmer. Just yesterday a man asked
State Treasurer.
rne the question, "what do you think is
Mow to Unit Saddle Horses.
Che cause of my lambs coming weak? I
ht at»: or μλι.ιι:.
wish
to
select
the
go
gait
you
Always
have been giving them the best of attenmake the horse take it; don't allow
and
tion, feeding plenty of bright clover hay
Treasurer's office.
the horse to decide. Always go into the ind oats ami middlings for grain, yet
Aujeusta, May 3,1»'5
from the Hat foot walk. I
other
gaits
my lambs at birth are weak and puny.'1
I Ml tne follow'iiK townships or tracts of laml
Never let your horse rush away when "Have
uni liable to lie taxe ! In any town the following
you salted your flock regularly?"
1
first mounted, but iustead start in a walk
•«-e-sincnts for county tax of 1ΛΛ were inaile bj
I inquired. "Well,
pretty regularly,
the i'ountv oiiiinl'i-loners of OXFORD Couutv
says the Horse Breeder. Do not keep possibly three or four times since fall,"
on the 2Wh ilay of March. 1!#β:
but
him constantly at one gait,
change was the reply. The trouble in this case
4 35.34
Krvebur* Acaiieun' tirant,
20S32 quite ofteu, otherwise he will soon beThere is no use talking,
uiswers itself.
A. R. I, Riley Pl.,
which «alt is an absolute essential in the suc118
one
in
74
to
the
come adapted
A il· lover North »urplu-i,
gait
42>2
A n<lover Wert Surplus,
other
lose
the
and
ride,
practically
cessful rearing of lambs and the quicker
235 lit you
I
113 52 gaits.
we flockmasters fully comprehend this
< Surplus,
the
reins
a
2K2.0I
trifi··,
slacken
trot
For
a
No 4. Κ. I, l{ chart-ontown,
Fact the better it will be for our pocket492.KÎ
No. 4 Κ 2 Vtamxtown,
and steadily take hold of the mane or book. The lack of salt is not always to
273.42
No 4. R 3. Lower Cupsuptic,
and
the
with
hand,
the
neck
touch
right
211 2No j, κ. 3. I'a'kertown.
blame but when other things have been
i# 3» at the same time rise slightly from the
N ·. », K. 4,
1'pper Cupsuptic.
properly looked after and this one
Will
No 5, R 4. Ls 11 h to * η.
saddle, urging on the horse gently. If neglected it is a pretty good evidence.
Ι6Λ 13
No. 4. R 5 Oxbow,
ITS 5β he makes a mistake, and mixes, pull If you want healthy, vigorous lambs
No. 4. Κ «. Ilowmantown,
140 «β» him back to a walk at once, and repeat I
Ν t.κ Λ, l'armachentv,
Jon't fail to salt the flock regularly.
74 4ί the maneuver.
l'achckler*» tïiant,
For the canter, slacken
ΙΊΜΒΚΚ AND tiR\SS ON RKSERVKD
the reins, incline your body forward
When the farmer reaches a condition
LANDS.
raise your right hand as if to salute, aad of financial independence the tendency
t »J<2 clrck to the horse. When he starts take is that he turns h'«s face from all that
<
Ν
»S3
4. R. 1 W. R. K P.,
hold of the rein* to pull jn h in I has given him wealth and standing and
20Λ1 sufficient
No 4. R 2. *V. It. R. P..
When the business
moves to the city.
llti·) nose and make hi.η arch his neck.
No 4. R 3. W. B. |t. P.,
#*>
No
« 1. W It K. P..
Many highly trained horses will go man of the city acquires independence
8.92
Ν ·. S. R. 2. W. Β K. P..
into the canter at the mere inclination he resorts to the country for a life of
N i. Γ». Κ. .1 W Β. Κ Ρ
For the rack, or single comfort and pleasure.—Mai ie Farmer.
sm of the body.
Ν·>. 4. Η 1 w Β. Κ P..
? M foot, tighten the reins and give the bit
Ν«>. Υ It. 4, W H K P..
T 14
No ♦. R γ W R K. P..
of almost imperceptible jerks
It is impossible to tell what ptr cent
5.3" a number
No. 5. H. Λ, W Β. K P.
at the same time urge him on with voice of fat the milk from a cow contains
*:.&
No 4. R. «. W. Β. Κ. P,
β.ίΛ
feel
Κ
be
If
as
Α.
or whip,
without testing it. The value of the
I. ICil'y PI
you
requires.
3.1S
Λη·Ιον··Γ North Surp'un,
or as if he was going to cow depends on the amount of butter3.S5 him falter,
C Surp us,
change into another gait, slightly shake fat she produces. The milk can be
OR \MANDA L SM1T·»,
Stat Treasurer.
the bit and urge him on. It is well to weighed, but the butterfat cannot be
remember that this last gait is the hard- weighed ; it must be determined by testest of all on the horse; for this reason ing, and so why not test and know if
Pianos.
lie should not ordinarily be asked to go the cow is paying for herself?
Houae,
I atn still at the Andrews
at this gait for more than a mile without
finest
South Paris, an*l sellinx the
piano» change.
From all over the country we hear
an<( organs, new and second hand, at the
complaints of the depredations of the
I sell for
lowest prices ever offered.
To sit down and bemoan one's con- rats. During the last year these pests
Write for dition because there are no blooded have been more numerous and more
cash or on easy payments.
list of bargains.
I have the best self cows on the farm, is nonsense.
difficult to get rid of than ever before.
player for pianos in the world, don't fait
The big, fat, saucy fellows stay where
to hear it
The main tilled crop should be corn the dogs and cats can not reach them
LOT S. KYSTBR, South Paris, Main·, for ensilage, witb a générons supply for during the day, and at night thej feast
or ail TrenaontSt., Boston, Mam.
in the corn crib.
soiling during the summer.
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morpiug

sped

in

nppealliigly:

"I'lease. Mr. Jenks. do not be angry
with :uc. 1 could not help it. I could
not bear to see you shoat them."
Then ho abruptly awoke to the realities of the moment.
"Come." he said, his drawn features
relaxing into a wonderfully pleasing
smile. "We will returu to our castle.
We are safe for the remainder of this
Jay. at any rate."
Something must be said or done to
reassure her."" She was still grievously
disturbed, and he naturally ascribed
lier agitation to the horror of her capture. lie dreaded a complete collapse
f any further alarms threatened at
Yet lie was almost positive—
iiice.
though search alone would set at rest
he last misgiving— th-.t only one samhad visited the island. Evidently
j'o I>; rtks were unprepared as he for
.he events of the nrece li:i·,' half hour,
l'liey were either visiting the Islaud to
procure turtle and beche-de-mo;· or hud
1:111

merely

called there en route to sjuie
other destination, aud the th.n;e in
the wind had unexpectedly cj:u;-c12c.I
them to put ashore. lieyond :. 11 djubt
the:· must have been surprise.! by the

uneventful

work. Iris did not neglect her cherishAfter luncheon it
ed pitcher plant.
was her custom now to carry a dishful of water to its apparently arid
roots, and she rose to fulfill her self Imposed task.
"Let me help you," said Jenks. "I

warmth of the
tered.

Probably

see

nothing, but toward the beach, whence
In forty yards the place where iris
probably was would become visible.
At once he saw her struggling in the
grasp of two ferocious looking Dyaks,
one by his garments a person of conse-

quence, the other a half naked savage,
hideous and repulsive in appearance.
Around them seven men armed with
guns and parangs were dancing with
excitement.
Iris' captors were endeavoring to tie
her arms, but she was a strong and active Knglishw Kuril, with museVs well
knit by the constant labu· of recent

busy days and a frame developed by
years of horse riding and tennis playing. The pair evidently found her a
tough handful. anJ the inferior I)yak.
either to st;>p her screams—for she was
shrieking. "Robert, come to me I" with
!| her uiig'-it-or t > stitle her intj submission. rortgldy placed bis huge hand
over i»·* mouth.
These t':iu^s the sailor noticed lu
stantly. Some men. brave tj rashness,
ready as he to give his life to save her.
would have raced madly over the Intervening ground, scarce a furlong, and

attempted

a

heroic

combat

of

one

agah.st nine.

Not s.» Jenks.
With the methodical exactness of tin
parade ground he settled down ou one
knee : n.i leveled the ritle.
All
None of the Dyaks saw him.
were intent on the sensational prlrf
they had secured, a young anil beautiful white woman so contentedly roamlug about the shores of this fetish IsWith the slow speed advised
land.
by the Itomau philosopher the back
sight and fore sight of the rifle came
into line with the breast of the coarse
brute clutchiug the girl's face.
Then something bit him above the
heart and simultaneously tore half of
his back luto fragments. lie fell, with
α queer sob, aud the others turned to

face this unexpected danger.
Iris, kuowlng only that she was free
from that hateful grasp, wrenched herself free from the chief's hold and ran
with all her might along the beach to
Jenks and safety.
Again and yet again the rifle gave
Its short, sharp snarl, and two more
Dyaks collapsed on the sand. Six were
left, their leader being still unconsciously preserved from deutb by the

figure of the flying girl.
A fourth Dyak dropped.
The survivors, cruel savages, but not
cowards, uaslung their guns. The sailor, white faced, grim, with an unpleasant gleam In his deep set eyes and a
lower Jaw protruding, noticed their
preparations.

"To the left !" be shouted. "Run toward the tree·!**
Iris heard him and strove to obey,
but her strength was falling her, and
she staggered blindly. After a few despairing efforts she lurched feebly to
lier knees and tumbled face downward
on the broken coral that had tripped

ber faltering footsteps.
Jenks was watching her, watching
the remaining Dyaks, from whom a
spluttering volley came, picking oat
bis quarry with the murderous ease of
* tsrriar In a rat pit Bom thing like a

Summit
savage.; hail

he went

to

After landing in the hidden bay ou
tl»e south side they crossed the island
through the trees instead of t.iking the
more nuti!«>.l open
way along the
beach.
Why? The fact that he and
iris were then passing the grown over
tract leading to the valley of death
Instantly determined this point. The
Dyaks knew of this affrighting hollow

Iris had been gone perhaps Ave minutes when he heard a distant shriek.
t»vlce repeated, and then there came
faintly to his ears his own name, not
"Jenks." but "Robert." in the girl's
voice.
Something terrible had hapnened. It was a cry of supreme dis-

through the trees, where lie could

when

encoun-

ntmrv.it

thirsty animal."

him out as a born soldier.
into the house ami
lie rushed
snatched from the rack one of the ri
lies reposing there In apple pie order,
each with a filled magazine attached
and a enrtrldtre already in position.
Then he ran with long strides not

reception they

rock that morning the
lowered their sail and we e steadily
paddling north against wind and current. The most careful scrutiny of the
sen would fail to reveai tliem beyond
ι distance of six or seven miles at the

not very busy this aftemoou."
"No, thank you. I simply won't allow you to touch that shrub. The dear
thing looks quite glad to see me. It
drinks up the water as greedily as a
am

tress. Mortal agony or overwhelming
terror alone could wring that name
from ber lips. Precisely In such mo
rnents this man acted with the décision. the unerring judgment, the Instantaneous acceptance of great risk to
accomplish great results, that marked
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In the ijru»p «/ tuo fciocioue looking

Dunk*.

uj (be girl in bis arms. She
conscious, but breathless.
"You are not hurt'/" he gasped, his
eyes blazing into lier face with an intensity that she afterward remembered
as appalling.
"No," she whispered.
"Listen," lie continued in labored
Jerks. "Try and obey me—exactly. 1
will carry you—to the cave. Stop there.
Shoot any one you see—till 1 come."
he

picked

wan

She heard him

wonderingly.

Was he

going to leave her, uow that he had
Imher safely clasped to bis breast
possible! Ah. she understood. Those
must have lauded in a boat. He
inieuded to attack them again. He
was going to tight them single handed,
and she would not know what happened to him until it was all over, tirad
uall.v her vitality returned. She almost
smiled at the fantastic conceit that she
men

would desert him.
Jenks placed her ou her feet at the
entrance to the cave.
"You understand/' he cried, and without waiting for an answer ran to tinhouse for another ritle. This time, to
her amazement, ho darted back tliioug.i
Prospect park toward the south beach.
The sailor knew that the Dyaks had
lauded at the sandy bay Iris had chris

ind would not approach any nearer tc
Could he
it than was unavoidable.
twist this circumstance to advantage
if Iris and he were still stranded thero
when the superstitious sea rovers next
put in an appearance? lie would see.
All depended on the girl's strength. If
she gave way now; If, instead of taking instant measures for safety, he
tvere called upon to nurse her through
ι fever, the outlook became not only
lesperate, but hopeless.
And, while he bent his brows in
worrying thought, the color was' reluming to Iris' cheeks and natural
It Is the fault
juoyamy to lier step.
)f all men to underrate the marvelous
.'ourage and constancy of woman in
lie face of dilticulties and trials,
lenks was uo exception to the rule.
"You do not ask me for any account
)f my adventures," she said quietly,
ifter watching his perplexed expres
lion in silence for some time.
Her tone almost startled him, Its uu( issuuied cheerfulness was so unlooked
'or.
"No," lie answered. "I thought you
were too overwrought to talk of them

j

present."
"Overwrought!

it

Not a bit of It! I
dead beat with the struggle and
with screaming for you, but please
lon't imagine that I am going to faint
>r treat you to a display of hysteria
low that all the excitement has ended.
[ admit that I cried a little when you
rushed me aside on the beach and raisid your gun to Are at those poor
Yet
wretches flying for their lives.
>erhaps I was wrong to hinder you."
"You were wrong," he gravely luter

tcnod Smugglers' cove. Ί hey were a;
with the passage through the
reef and came from the distaut islands.
Now they would endeavor to escape
by the same channel. They must be

qualnted

prevented at all costs.
lie was right. As they

came out Into
the open he saw three men, not two,
pushing off a large sampan. One of
them was the chief, 'liien Jenks understood that his bullet had hit the

lock of the Dyak's uplifted weapon,
with the result already described. By
a miracle he had escaped.
He coolly prepared to slay the three
of them with the same calm purpose
that distinguished the opening phase
of this singularly one sided conflict
The distance was much greater, perhaps 8tKj yards from the point where
the boat came into view. He knelt and
flml. He judged that the missile struck

the craft between the trio.
"I didn't allow for the sun on the
side of the fore sight." he said, "or perhaps I am a bit shaky after the ruu. In
any event they can't go far."
hurrying step on the coral behind
Instantly he
him caught his ear.

À

Iris.
sprang up and faced about to see
"They are escaping." she said.
"No fear of that," he replied, turning
away from her.
"Where are the others?"
"Dead!"
"Do you mean that you killed nearly
all those men?"
"Six of them. There were ni#e in
all."

He knelt again, lifting the rifle. Iris
threw herself on her knees by his side.
There was something awful to her in
this chill and businesslike declaration
of a fixed purpose.
"Mr. Jenks." she said, clasping her
bands lu an agony of entreaty, "do not
kill more men for my sake!"
"For my own sake, then," he growled, annoyed at the Interruption, as the
sampan was afloat.
"Theu I ask you for God's sake not
to take another life. What you have already done wub unavoidable, perhaps
right This is murder!"
He lowered his weapon and looked at
her.

will

"If those men get awny they
a host to avenge their comrades—and secure you," be added.
"It may be the will of Providence for

bring back

feminine nature, but Iris rattled on:
"I carried my tin of water to the
pitcher plant and was listening to the
greedy roots gurgling away for dear
life when suddenly four men sprang
out from among the trees and seized
my arms before I could reach my re-

volver."

"Tlmnk heaven you failed!"
"You thiuk that if 1 had fired at them
they would have retaliated. Yes, especially If I hod hit the chief. But it was
be who Instantly gave some order, and
I suppose it meant that they were not
to hurt me. As a matter of fact, they
seemed to be quite as much astonished
as I was alarmed. But if they could
hold my hands tliey could not stop my
voice so readily. Oh. didn't I yell?"
"You did."
"I suppose you could uot hear me

distinctly?"
"Quite distinctly."
"Every word?"

"Yes."
She bent to pick some leaves and bits
of dry grass from her dress. "Well,
you know," she continued rapidly, "in
such moments one cannot choose one's
words. I Just shouted the tirst thing
that came Into my head."
"And I," he said, "picked up the first
rifle I could lay my hands on. Now,
Miss Deane. as the affair has ended so
happily, may I venture to ask you to
remain In the cntfe until I return?"
"Oh, please"— she began.
"Uenlly. I must insist. I would not
.eavc you If it were not quite imperative. You cannot jrome with me."
Then she understood one at least of
the tasks he must perform, and she

meekly obeyed.
He thought it best to

go nbng Turtle
beach to the cove and thence follow
the Dyaks* trail 'hrough the wood, as
this line of advance would entail practically a complete circuit of the island.
He omitted no precautious In his adOften he stopped and listened
vance.

Intently.

Whenever he doubled a point
or passed among the trees lie crept
back and peered uloug the way lie had
come to see if any lurking foes were

breaking shelter behind him.
The marks on the sand proved that
only one sampan had l>cc:i beael.ed.
Tliciice he found nothing of special in

terest until he came upon the chiefs
gun lying close to the trees on the
north side. It was a very ornamental
weapon, a iniv/le loader. The :ίΐ·«Ί>
was inlaid with gold and ivory, and
the piece had evidently been looted

from some mandarin's junk surprised
and sacked in a former foray.
The lock was smashed by tl»· impact
of Jenks' ritle bullet, but close investigation of the trigger guard aud
the discovery of certain unmistakable
evidences on the beach showed that
the I)yak leader had lost two if uot

thret* lingers of Ills right hand.
"So lie lias something more than liis
passion to nurse," mused Jenks. "That,
nt any rate. Is fortunate. He will b»
lu no mood for further enterprise for

time to come."
lie dreaded lest any of the l>yaks
should be only badly wounded aud like
ly to live. It was an actual relief to
some

liis nerves to find that the improvised
dumdums had done tlieir work too well
to permit anxiety on that score.
He gathered the guns, swords and
creeses of the slain, with all their un
couth belts and ornaments. In pursuit ncc of a vaguely defined plan of future action he also divested some of
the men of their coarse garments and
collected six (piuer looking h-.ls shaped
'.ike Inverted basins. These things lit
placeil in a heap near the pitcher
plants. Thenceforth for half an hour
the placid surface of the lagoon was
disturbed by the black dorsal tins of

many sharks.
Ilis guess at the weather conditions
heralded by the change of wind was
right. As the two partook of their evening meal the complaining surf lashed
the reef, and the tremulous branches ol
the taller trees voiced the approach of

gale. A tropical storm—not

a

typhoon,

was

η

•upted.

of Relie Vue castle was such as to render conversation impossible save It·
wearying shouts.
Luckily Jenks* carpentry was effective, though rough. The building was
water tight, and lie had calked every
crevice with unraveled rope until Iris'
apartment was free from the tinJesi

"Then you should not have heeded
ne.
No, I don't mean that. You always consider me first, don't you? No
natter what I a'sk you to do you enleavor to please me, even when you
mow all the time that I am acting or

^

"Then you shall." lie answered. "But
tiret drink tills."
They had reached
tlieir camping ground, and he hastened
to procure η small quantity of brandy.
She swallowed the spirit, although
she really needed no such adventitious
support, she said.
"If
"All right,'' commented Jenks.
you don't want a drink, I do."
"I^-un quite believe it," she retorted.
"Your case is very different. I knew
the nieu would not hurt me—after the
lirst shock of their appearance had
passed, I mean. 1 also knew that you
would save me. But you, Mr. Jenks,
had to do the fighting. You were called
upon to rescue precious me. Good gracious! No wonder you were excited."
The sailor mentally expressed his inability to grasp the complexities of

ipenklug foolishly."
The unthinking naivete of her words
tent the blood coursing wildly through

lis veins.
"Never mind," she went on, with
"God has been
iarnest simplicity.
rery good to us. I cunnot believe that
le has preserved us from so many
langera to permit us to perish miserably a few hours or days before help
And I do want to tell you ex•onies.

ictly

what

happened."

That
Tired Feeling

I· a Common Spring Trouble.
It's ft sign that the blood U deficient
la vitality, just ft· pimples ftnd other
jruptlons are signs that the blood
Is

impure.

It's ft warning, too, which only the
Hasardons fail to heed.

Hood's

Sarsaparllta

and Pills

give new life, new oourige, strength and animation.
They cleanse the blood and dear the
Bomplexion.
Aocept no substitute.
Remove it,

"I felt tired all tbe time and eeold not
After taking Hood's Sarssparllla
ι while I could sleep well sod tbe tired
baling hid gone. This treat medicine has
cored dm of scrotala." Mas. C. M.
Boor, GUetd, Conn.

deep.

Hood'· Sareaparlll· promloM to
tut* and koepo tho promt··.

burst of the periodic
rains—deluged the island before midnight. Hours earlier Iris retired, utterly worn by the events of the day.
The gale chanted a wild melody li<
mournful chords, and the noise of the
watery downpour 011 the tarpaulin roof
but a

belated

draft.
The very fury of the external turmoil
acted as a lullaby to the girl. She waft
soon asleep, and the sailor was left to
his thoughts.
Sleep he could not. He smoked steadily, with a maguillcent prodigality, for
his small stock of tobacco was fast diminishing. He ransacked his brains to
discover some method of escape from
this enchanted Island, where fairlei
Jostled with demons and hours of u I lei
happiness found tlieir bane in moments

of frightful peril.
Of course he ought to have killed
those fellows who escaped. Their sampan might have provided 11 last desperate expedient If other savages effected
a landing. Well, there was uo use in
being wise after the event, and. scheme
as he might, lie could devise 110 way to
avoid disaster during the next attack.
This, he felt certain, would tyke
place at night. The Dyaks would laud
In force, rush the cave and hut and
overpower him by sheer numbers. The
fight, if light there was. would be
sharp, but decisive. Perhaps If he received some warning Iris and he might
retreat in the darkness to the cover of
the trees. A last stand could be made
among the bowlders on Summit rock.
But of what avail to purchase their
freedom until daylight? And then—
If ever man wrestled with desperate
problem, Jenks wrought that night.
He smoked and pondered until the
itorm passed, and, with the changefulness of a poet's muse, a full moon
flooded the Island In glorious radiance.
lie rose, opened the door and stood
without, looking steadily at the brilliant luminary for some time; then his

attracted by the strong
lights thrown upon the rugged face of
the precipice Into which the cavern
burrowed. Suddenly he uttered a startied exclamation
eyes

were

"I never

"By Jove!" be murmured.
noticed that before."

The feature which bo earnestly claim
ed his atteution was a deep litige directly over the mouth of the cave, but
Besome forty feet from the ground.
hind it the wall of rock sloped darkly inward, suggesting a recess extending by haphazard computation at least
It occurred to him
a couple of yards.
that perhaps the fault in the interior
of the tunnel had Its outcrop here, au»!
the influences of rain and sun had es
tended the weak point thus expose 1 in

the bold panoply of stone.
He surveyed the ledge from diffe.eut
points of view. It was quite inaccessible and most difficult to c-tim it·· ac
curately from the ground level. The
sailor was a man of action, lie chose
the nearest tall tree and began t.i
climb. He was not eight feet front (Inground before several birds lb»w out
from Its leafy recesses, tilling the air

with shrill clucking.
"The devil take them!" he growled,
for he feared that the commotion
Hi' was still la
would awaken Iris.
boriously worming his way through
the inner maze of branches when a
well known voice reached him from
the grouud.
"Mr. Jenks. what on earth are you
doing up there?"
"Oh! So those wretched fowls ar»u>
ed you 7" he replied.
"Yes, but why did you arouse them?"
"I had a fancy t

change."

»

ro ist

by

way of

:·,

"Please be serf his."
"I am more than serious, 'lids tree
grows a variety of small sharp thorn
that Induces a maximum of gravity
before one takes the next step."
"But why do you keep on climbing''"
"It is sheer lunacy, I admit. V-t on
re
such a moonlit night there is
sonnble ground for even a mad .*x-

euse."

".Mr. Jenks, tell meat once what you
are

doing."

Iris strove to be -evere. but there was
a touch of anxiety in her tone that instantly made the sailor apologetic. He
tolii her about the ledge and explained
his half formed notion that here they
might secure a safe retreat In case of
further attack, a reluire from which
they might defy assault dtiriug man;»
days. It was. he said, absolutely impossible to wait until the morning, lie
must at once satisfy himself whether
the

project

was

Impracticable

or wor-

thy of further Investigation.
So the jiirl only enjoined him to be
careful, and he vigorously renewed the
climb. At last, some twenty-tive feet
from the ground, an accidental parting
in the branches enabled iihn t·» get a
good look at the ledge. One glance sel
his heart beating Joyously, it was al
least fifteen feet in length. It shelved
back until its depth was lost in the
blackness of the shadows, and the iloor
must be either nearly level or sloping
slightly inward to the line of the fault.

The place was a perfect eagle's ne*t.
A chamois could not reach It from any
direction. It became accessible to man
only by means of a ladder or a balloni
More excited by this discovery than
he cared for Iris to kuow. he endeavored tj ap.ie.ir unconcerned when lie
regained the ground.
Wed." she said, "tell me all about
it."
well as lie understood it at the iuu
'.it ami emphasized Lis previous ex
pi illation of its virtues. Here tliev
might tcasouahly hope to make a sue
cessful stand against tlie Dyuks.
"Then you feel sure that those awful
creatures will eouie bark?" she Haiti
as

UK

«lowly.
"Only

too sure,

unfortunately."

"IIow remorseless p ur hi'.;u..uily i>
when the veneer is stripped it"! Why
cannot they leave us in peace?
Per
haps If I had not been here they woul :
not have iiijurcd you. Somehow 1 seem
to l>e bound up with your misfortunes.'
"I would not have it otherwise wenIt iu my power," he answered. For an
Instant he left unchallenged the girl's
assumption that she was in any way
responsible for the disasters which
had broken up his career, lie looked
luto her eyes and almost forgot h!m
Then the sense of fair dealing
self.
that dominates every true gentleman
rose within him and gripped his wavering emotions with ruthless force. Was
Jiis a time to play upon tiic high strung
sensibilities of this youthful daughter
uf the gods, to seek to win from her a
confession of love that a few brief
Jays or weeks might prove to be only
ti spasmodic but momentarily all powerful gratitude for the protection he
had given her?
And he spoke aloud, striving to
laugh, lest his words should falter:
"You ean console yourself with the
thought, .Miss Ueaue, that your près
ence on the Island will in no way alfeet
my fate at the hands of the I (yaks.
Had they caught me unprepared todaj
my head would now be covered with a
solution of the special varnish they
L'arry on every foreign expedition."
"And yet these men are human he

Ings!''

"For purposes of classification, yes.
to strict fact. It was lucky for
me that you raised the alarm and gave
me a chance to discount the odds of
mere numbers. So, you see, you really
ilid ute a good turn."
"What ean be done now to save outlives? Anything will be better than to
await another attack."
"The first thlnit to do is to try to

Keeping

Due M «Hier
The season's first cold

may be

to

early

slight—may yield

treatment, but the

cold will hang on
longer; it will be more
U η
troublesome, too.
next

necessary to take chances
on that second one. Scott's
Emulsion is a preventive
Take
as wèll as a cure.

scorn mm

when colds abound and

you'll have no cold.

Take it
when the cold is contracted
and it checks inflammation, heals the membranes

of the throat and lungs
and drives the cold out.
Send for

free simple.

SCOTT & BOWNE. Chemists
4Μ·4Ι{ Pearl Street, Sew York

Mc.«nd 81.00

Alîu.uigUt·

get some -!eep before daylight. How
did vou kn >w I was not lu the cast It
1 awoke and
cannot tell you.
know you were not ..ear me. If I "M
in the night I tau always tell whether
So
or not you are In the next room.

Ï

1 dressed and came out."
"Ah!" he said quietly.
Evidently
1
and the sailor, tired
out at hist, managed to « lose his weary

Iris^retreated,

°'VNoxt

mornlne he hastily constructed
pole of sufficient length and strong
enough to bear his weight by ty.ng two
»»urdy young trees together with ropes.
Iris helped him to raise It against tue

h

Ut Ml t*,cface of the
.•limbed to the led,:*.
I [ere he found his observations of the
he
prev loiis night abundantly verified.
ι,.tige was even wider thou he d;ired 10
hone, nearly ten feel deep lu one pait.
itud it sloped sharply downward from

ife outer lip of the rock. Uy lying
1,1.1 carefully testing all points of view
i.e ascertained tiun the only possible
positions from which even a glimpse
uf the interior tloor could he obi:;'iied
were the branches of a few tall trees
and the extreme right of the opposing
precipice, nearly ninety yards disu nt
There was ample room to store water
and provisions, aud he quickly saw
that even some s >t t of shelter from the
lerce ravs of the sun and the often
old of the night ndght 1*

piercing'.

judiciously

lelii· ved by

larpauiiu.

ringing

I

"This is a genuine bit of good lue*,
he mused. "Here, provided neither of
us is hit, we can hold out for a week
or longer at a pinch. U»w eau it
possible that l should have lived on
this Island so many days and jet h
upon this nook of safety by mere
chance, as It were?"
Not until he reached the level again
he
could he solve the puzzle,
perceived that the way in which the
lilt bulged out on both sides Prevented the ledge from becoming eudent I
profile, while, seen In the glare of the
sunlight, it suggested noming mo
than a slight Indentation.
He rapid'*· sketched to Iris the de-

[hen

plan

fensive

which

the tag.es

nest

suggested. At cess must le provided
by means of a rope la hier sp arely
fastened insld·* the ledge and c.ipabU
t l.ie
„f being pulled up or let down
will of the «Hvup.iuts. ί hen t..e plate
must be kept eonstaiitly stored w.t.i
a judicious supply of provisions, wat
and amuiunliiou. The.. c mid e to
ered with a tarpaulin aud thus kept in
fairlv good condition.
•We oti^hi t" sleep there every
night." he v.cut on. an . his mind was
engrossed with the tactical side of
the prépara;'; ms that lie ..id not.uoi.ee
how iris bh;t'ched :.t I he s.i·. gestion
"Surely not until danger actuall>

so

threatens':" she cried.

■· us each hour afur
m-iy « >iuc any η :'lit. though
1 e\|«-t at least a fortnights reprieve.
Nevertheless 1 intend to act as if tonight may witness the first s.iot of

··I langer threat.·:.

mil.-el.

11

the siege.
•Ho you

,
tliatV she sighed.
so
is
becoming
"And my little room
very cozy!"
,
.leuks always accepted her words lit-

mean

..

era.ly.
"ν.

cil.

lit' ami

milieu.

ai ut a

pau.«e,

:.-:aiy to lake up
our ijuaru···* t nere tint :i (he cic.cuth
After 1 Iiave hoîcd up our
hour.
st.nés and i..;aïe the ladder 1 will eud.avor to fie. ΐ ι· ail c.Ii.-icut comIou >*f
\ ν ·· λιΙΙ
< ·:ι l ; m Ί-s iirmciil our |i.i.s ii.iu.
"il

may

imt

lu·

n*·»·*.·

see."

Not another word c u.d iris gel nut
iu.lccd. he provided
οι' him oil the t
lier Willi plea..ν of χνυιύ. By '.hi* time
she eotild spliee a rope more neatly
Mian her tutor, and lier particular business was to prepare η.» less than sixty
This >vas
rungs for the rope ladder.
but
un impossible task for one day,
after dinner the sailor helped her.
'l'hey toiled late, until their Uucera
were sore and their backlioues creaked

they sat upright.
Meanwhile .lenks swaruied up the
pole again and drew up after him u
crowbar, the sledge haniuier and the
pickax. With these implements he set
to work to Improve the accommodation.
Uf course he did not attempt seriously
to remove any large quantity of rock,
but there were projecting lumps here
as

and inequalities of tloor there which
could be thumped or pounded out of
existence.
It was surprising to see what a
clearance he made in au hour. The ex-

istence of the /atllt helped hint a good
«leal, as the percolation of water al this
point had oxidized the stone to rottenTo his great joy l:e discovered
ness.
that a few prods Willi the pick iaid
bare u small cavity which could be

llere he contrived m
niche where Iris could remain in abwhen barricaded by
solute safety
was
stores, while, with a squeeze, she
entirely sheltered from the one dauisite clilf, uor
geroiis point on the opp
need she be seen from the trees.

easily enlarged,

(TO

U

OOKTUIL'KO.J

Illruililt- Sluiinl up»··.
"Among a lot of letter.· 1 received In
answer to an advertisement," said a
business man, "there was one that Inclined me toward Its writer, except
that I couldn't read the signature.
Every word Ιιι the body of the letter
was clear, but the signature was il-

legible.

I don't know how many peo-

ple there are who write plainly eiuugh
until they come to write their own

I
name and then write that blimily.
of habit
stm.«ose It Is more from f »rce
than anything else, for t!iey may be
otherwise the most cur» ill i>eople In
the world.
"Every man should write his signature with perfect distinctness, so that
It can be read easily and without mistake by those unlauilliar with it. Mid

also as a mark of his own care and
exactness.
"One letter that I recelvid, its l»ody
written, had its signature put ou with
I didn't know Juet
hand stamp.
a
what to think of thin, but It had at
lt>asl the merit of perfect plainness."—
Washington Post.
The *;.« ill the Monijultn.
The hili of the nios<iu.u> ia a complex in .liicti ·ιι. It has a biunt fori;
at the head and Is ap.iaiv.uly g.\> >ve!.
Working ih;oi:g'.i the g.u i.v au i projecting ii'jia the aagie »>f ΐι.· fj.U i a
form hi:...pcne.l w.lh
lance of

perfect

pe»tine bevel. Beside it t. e uio
fect lance looks like .a haiui b:i\v. Ou
saws jre
either side of the lance t\«*
arraugc-d, with the paints line ami
sharp and the teeth well ο line.t an !
keen. The backs of these saw ; play
.a to
against the lance. Whoa »ao
alights, wiili its ik « uliar hut:;, it .a u ;s
Its keen lance am! then eulaigi·.· the
with the two saw... v... ch
a

aperture

beside the lance until the lurked
bill with Its capillary arr.'.nic.aciil for
pumping the blood can 1κ· in-eru-tl.
The sawing proceea is what ^.ie«
vict.ui a.id
upon the nerves of the
causes him to strike wildly at 'he

play

uwyer.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISHED ISO.

Rev. Mr. Pillabnry, a former pastor,
maoager occupied the pulpit at the M. E. church
last Sunday and will also supply May 14.
THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL and L. H. Emery op^o·
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
working
Mrs. Evie Bacon Lappln Is «nrklni
laisses Hattie and Mary Burnham of
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Portland are guests at Mr. L. T.
(or Charles Fickett as
Barker's.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, MAY 1*5, 1PUT>.
Her two small children are whh her
Rev. F. C. Potter is to return Tuesday,
Mies Ruth Tucker of South Paris
P»ris Hill.
having been with his mother at North
visited in town the first of laet
in his
ATWOOD & FORBES,
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates are In Ne* Bridgton and visiting friends
former parish at Kezar Falls. Mrs.
Editor· «ad Proprietor·.
Flint Kuptl-t Church, Reτ. Β. Ο. Taylor, pastor
Potter and two children joined Mr. PotSuu.lay
Pranking every Suo<lay at 10:45 a. m.Service
Α. Ε. FOKBkS.
UKOROX M ATWOOD.
at
Sabbath Evening
School at 12 m
ter for a few days' visit with friends.

The

Scmocrat,

©rford

Pari· base ball team ha· been

„£22S«iScT
a w««t

Rldlon

aa

h<?^®®per'
wee*N

r· *·
_} £· 8. C. E. Tueeday evening.
ij**
Prayer Meeting Thuraday evening at 730. Covenant M etlntc the but Krl tay before the lu
Sunday of the month at 2:30 r. U. All not
otherwise connecte»! are cordially Invited.
8U"dV 80,1001 βΤβΓ5
■

T)rh« —♦I
»lherwt»e

year If paid strictly Id advance.
$2.(λ) a year. Single copte· 4 cents.
SO a

ΑονκκτιβεΜΚΜΤβ:—All legal advertisements
are given three connective Insertions for $1-30
per inch In length of column. Special contract»
made with local, traçaient and yearly advertla
era.

Job Pbijctisq:—Sew type, fast presses, steam
power, experienced workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of our business complete and popular.

Coming Events.
Slav 16. IT.—County convention of W. c. T. I*.,
Bethel.
June «.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Casco.
June 6. 7, S—t'niversallst state convention.
South Paris.
June 13.14.—Annual session of Oxford Conference of Congregational Churches, East bum
ner.

SEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Wool Mats, Ac.
Shirt W al»; Suits.
Straws are Klpe.
The Tennis Season.
Shirt Waist Suit Sale.
'."•κι .Money Makers.
Probate Notices.
Notice of Appointment.
Kor Sale.
•i Petitions for Discharge In
Souvenir Stationery.
Pigs for Sale.

Bankruptcy.

Ayrshire».

Here and There.
What is there in the $600 job as liquor
agent in Lewiston that should make it
necessary for the city government to
spend several evenings and ballot
times to till the office".'

Sunday^U^A^11·

at
Philip Goldberg of New York
arrived last week and opened her residence her for the summer. Mr. Goldberg
of ten days. leadership
for a
is

Mrs.

expected Friday

Underth.efficient
ÏSU rSUint.teacher,
»

sîett

stay

The'

New furnishings for their summer home
have been sent from New York and they
have decided to name the place "Sunset
Villa."
News from the bedside of Ex-Governor
Perham the pa»t week has been rather
discouraging until Friday, when he was
reported slightly better.
lu preparation for the summer's busirenovated
ness, l'he Beeches has been
by a new coat of paint.
arrived
Brown
M.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Wednesday ami are stopping at the Hubbard House for a short time while "Old
Brick'' is undergoing repairs. The remainder of the family will arrive as soon
as the place is ready for occupancy.
Mr. aud Mrs. Frederic Brunei of Portland are guests at Mrs. J. C. Cu minings'.
Arbor Day was observed by the schools
in setting out trees and shrubs to beautify the school house grounds.
H. E. and II. D. Hammond have made
various additions and improvements to
their buildings. They have one of the
best sets of farm buildings, as well as one
of the best farms in town.
1 he road machine under the manipulation of i.eorge Proctor has done good
work the past week between this village
and South Paris.
Kev. and Mrs. W. J. Taylor of Lewiston were at the Hubbard House a few

inches to his height. Sort of pulled his
leg and Uncle Sam's at the same

time,

so

to

"SXwÎKÎS
P;»°ba»ed
Ρ»»'·*"111

Professor Triggs nf the University of
Chicago has won a suit, with a verdict of
ί·">ο. against the New York Sun. which
accused him of "swatting" Longfellow
and other things. And by the shade of
that well of English pure and undefined,
Charles A. Dana, the judgment against

the Sun is a

•

righteous one.

ter

Medical experts say that ttie Japanese
soldier, because of his build, is able to

«Ιο and endure
or

a

more

thau an American
That is another

European soldier.

feature of the

"yellow peril."

Ida

M.

Tarbell.

Few women have ever attained such
authority and eminence in letters as Miss
Tarbell, whose history of the Standard
Oil Company, after running about two
years in M cC lu re's Magazine, has been
published in revised form by McClure
Phillips. She has to her credit three
important historical volumes besides the
one mentioned—a life of Lincoln, a life
of Napoleon, and a life of Madame RoHer opinion carries, probably
land.
more weight, because of her reputation
for temperance and solid acquirements,
than that of any American woman today, yet having accomplished all this
Miss Tarbell is still a very young woman.
She took up the writing of history as a
specialty, after serving for some time as
the editor of the Chautauquan to which
she weut after two years of teaching
which followed her graduation from
her
She began
Alleghany College.
studies in Paris, all the time working
with her pen to support herself, and
contributing to the leading American
monthlies. The history of Napoleon,
which she undertook first for McClure's
important
Magazine, was the most
magazine feature ever brought out up
to that time, and did much to insure the
success of the newly founded magazine.
It was followed later by a life of Lincoln, which had an even more extraordinary popularity. Then, at MissTarbell's
suggestion that McClure's Magazine
should treat the trust question concretely by choosing a definite industry as an
example "The History of the Standard
Oil Company" was begun. Miss Tarbell
was especially titted to write this history, for she lived a larger part of her
girlhood in the oil regions. Her family
were all closely connected with the oil
industry, and she knew intimately all
the big ligures notable iu the discovery
of oil and its exploitation.
Miss Tarbell is one of the editors of
McClure's Magazine, with which she has
been connected ever since its inception.
She lives very quietly in New York in
an a)>artment near the historic Washington Square.
Notwithstanding all her
acchievement. Miss Tarbell is not the
new woman; and all the
bit
a
slightest
contact with the business world and the
roughest kind of men, which her infinite
researches connected with Standard Oil
history have entailed, have not iu the
least robbed from her the sweetness, the
and
kindliuess
goutlencss that are
associated with the ideal type of womanhood.

The

Christian Civic League.

The ninth annual meeting of the
Christian Civic League of Maine was
Various
held Tuesday at Waterville.
topics of interest in the work of the
league were discussed. The league was
organized under the laws of the state
At
the evening
into a corporation.
meeting addresses were made by Kev. E.
C. Dinwiddie of Washington, D. C., and
Mr. LittleHon. Charles E. Lit^letield.
held particularly commended the couree
with the
in
connection
Governor
of
Cobb
enforcement of law, and expressed the
opinion that the Sturgis law is a wise
measure.

arrived here last week from lar

SonfMri'Ïra RidloTScksoD

Gould Academy.

Buckfield.

will live with her for the present. Mrs.
Stanley Damon of Norway
Jackson has moved her
ly visited friends in town.
com
the
here
The deep sympathy of
Chester Tuttle, teacher at Bryant's
is felt <" u'»·
Pond, has recently visited his parents,
ber also Guy Gardner of Mechanic Falls.
recent bereavement of the loss
A. D. Park was in town Monday,
"
>·«
doubtless on his official tour to Rumford
ball K»me
Falls.
It was
Mrs. Lucy Skillings has returned from
won bj South Paris.
visiting friends in Lewiston, as has Mrs.
Elizabeth Waldron from Portland.
A. F. Tilton of Auburn and brother,
practice, the players will be in better
G. W., caught rising fifty trout a few
trim for a good name.
days since.
Greenwood.
Arlington Damon and R. H. Morrill
Bethel
are putting in a set of hay scales at
Our last week's visit to West
Damon's shop.
nul Albany was well enjoyed by b >t
A tip-cart, harrow and plough are the
our better
half and self, although the
weather at first was somewhat
implements most conspicuous nowanitious
May day especially was decid- days.
William Cushman was up from Hebron
and after riding several
miles
"
facing a blinding snow squall, and Friday.
ssinc several snowdrifts bes.de the
Through the politeness of Ο. II.
road, it really seemed more like March ( Leavitt of the Manchester Farmer and
Union I have a late copy of that paper
visits were with relatives in containing an article on the all-absorbWest Bethel and Albany, in the mean- ing subject of divorce from Mr. Leavitt's
time calling on several friends among pen. He strikes the real meat in the
cocoanut. Divorce is but the result of
wbom were E. R.
vv F Γιΐ'ϋίοΙπβ9 and Nathan Mills.
the world's manner of "growing betThat thunder shower Tuesday corning ter," as is often stated.
Sheriff Withington is still seizing tho
was something of a noveUy. be ng the
ardent. Two lots this week. What a
first to materialize since 1m
Thev have had them in other places, field for the Sturgie commission along
dam«e hae been done b) the line of this road. Bah!
has recent-

h°useJfol£
jgjgj S

mue'ity

The"

g»**»

tcams^^

edly^ rough?

«{Φ™-

thOurMtwo

hoSêvïn.ad

"'TbSks'tT'Mr».

South Hiram.
A. K. llicks
oral copies of the National
I. S. Gould has moved to Limerick.
®
One of them contains
Robberies seem to be the latest thing
I "Walt Whitman as I Knew II m, which here. O. L. Stanley's store was broken
h
as
is
also
is hiehly interesting:
s>por into Wednesday night, the safe blown
Mr. Whitman is represented in open and quite a sum of money was
trait
more taken.
one
and
adds
of
Poets
America,
to the list who have passed away since
Farmers in this section are busy preparing their ground for planting.
at the Been...
(] i lead.
were Walter Morran,
with his wife and little girl of Norway»
Beautiful growing weather.
and Mrs. A. S. Brooks. She informs us
Mountain View Grange had a box
that Walter Bisbee is very low and to
supper, with entertainment following,

The United States government is to
establish a salmon hatchery in Alaska, ship."
Mrs. J. Murray Quinby and three
where the rivers originally swarmed
from Newton, Mass., are exwith salmon beyond the dreams of children
Farm Wednesday for
avarice. Could anything be more sug- pected at Elmhurst
a stay of several weeks.
gestive of the reckless and improvident
The drama "All Tangled Up" given
waste with which we use a good thing
by the young people for the benefit of
while it lasts'.'
'he gymnasium on Friday evening did
not have as large a patronage as it dehas
The Frank Jones Brewing Co.
served. The play was well given and
been lined ?7UO for putting salicylic acid rhe net receipts will add a few dollars to
has
been
another
concern
in ale, and
the gymnasium fund.
tined for putting it in beer. Think of it!
Mrs. Caroline P. Harlow is in Portland
In the beverage which made Portsmouth tor a stay of a day or two.
famous! Ami in the beverage which
At a meeting of the directors of the
many people drink when they don't Paris il ill Water Company held at the
dare to drink water.
Hubbard House Saturday evening it was
decided not to begin the construction of
reservoir until the coming fall.
Some of the members of the Canadian the new
Miss Xellie Tufts of Portland and Miss
parliament are worried lest Peary, in his Ruth Levensellar of Westbrook SemiArctic explorations, may discover new
at Paris Hill.
lauds and claim them as American. nary are guests
Dr. M. M. Houghton and Mrs. Maria
Well, if there is any land in the frozen
Maine
went to the Central
north which has been undiscovered and Kyerson
last week for treatundiscoverable through all the ages of Hospital at Lewiston
man's existence and ail the centuries of ment.
Miss Albert ha Andrews of South Paris
last week.
valuable that its possession or its loss visited Miss Maud Newell
tan be of great importance to any nation.
West Sumner.
The Boston Herald refers to a writer
of some distinction as having "one of
his sour spells." The Herald has one
daily correspondent, in the |>ersoii of
Professor Henry Loomis Nelson, who
can certainly never be accused of having
a sour spell.
Indeed, it is not oftener
than once in three months that a little
the vinegar of his writof
amelioration
ings indicates something like a sweel
spell. The work of the late E. L. Uodkin of the New York Evening Post was
sweetness and light compared with that
of Professor-Xelsou.

Sd

STif' mW.".!»

oid improved the former jail house
where she now resides.
Louis E. Clay returned Saturday from
business trip through Franklin County.
I he Beeches opened for the season on
Monday of this week. Six guests from
Boston and New Orleans have already
art ived.
Miss Persia X. Andrews is expected in
a few davs to open her home here.
Kev. 1. Luce, representing the Christian Civic League of Maine, gave an able
address at the Baptist church Sunday
morning on the subject of "Good Citizen-

speak.

close of the school in a

More rain is needed to float the logs
down the river.
The many friends of Mrs. Ν. E. Richardson regret to learn of her illness at
her home on Church Street.
Friday the students of Gould Academy
spent some time in improving the acad-

emy grounds.
The body of Mr. James Barchard was
Miss Olive
of their
eent to his former home in New Brunsis
aseuwl.
its
success
doubtless
wick for burial.
crararoar school boys have
Rev. C. N. Gleason is taking a two
weeks' vacation.
Prof. W. Scott Wight has been spending a few days in Boston before meeting
Prof. William R. Chapman to make
on Young Hill in Greenwood, has rented
arrangements for the concerts to be held
1,1, tarm an.1
this summer.
formerly
Miss Annie Cross and Mrs. I. Ames
,„d
have been chosen delegates to the coun»
Brock, Mr
John Brock
the u
ty convention of the W. C. T. U. which
move to meets in Bethel May 16-17.
President Chase of Bates College is to
a. Etdlon and her dam*· deliver the baccalaureate sermon before

Two young Americans are said to be days last week.
Mrs. Snow, who has been away for
doing a good business in the Philippines
Hill
running incubators and selling the eggs, several months, has returned to the
just before they are ready to hatch, to and reopened her homestead.
Miss Winifred Willis is the gueet of
the natives», who esteem them as a greit
What's the use trying to Mrs. J. ('. Cumtnings.
delicacy.
Miss Una P. Taylor recently entertaincivilize the Filipinos?
ed the primary school at Hum ford Falls
by telling stories, and has a similar enA candidate who was bound to get into
gagement at Mechanic Falls.
the naval academy at Annapolis, but was
Mrs. Eva Kobinson Allant of Camnot tall enough by two inches, has taken
bridge, Mass., with her little son, is a
a course of treatment with a stretching
guest at \V. A. Barrows'.
apparatus, and added the necessary two
Mrs. Κ. II. Cuinmings has enlarged
own

thn

' ''Vbe^recent 'visitors
''place

Mi^azina.

ι»Ρ^"Γ

l^pUrance
Foye,

snr.lv. bat
Wednesday night.
whose death was
John
ρ
Miss Edith Cole has left working for
and brought up Mrs. Josephine Wheeler.
was born
last week
within two miles of. the
Mrs. Ada Cole went to Bethel Saturcao

md we were often in each other s com
during our boyhood days. I he

Law Court

Mala· New· Not··.

Drtliil

Wut Pari»·

day.

11 low TO AVOID GERM DISEASES I

Decision.

I

A rescript baa been handed down Id
lie ca*e of Inhabitant· of Peru and Dix-1 β TRENGTHKN THE STOMACH AND DIOE8Lewiston ha· appropriated 11600 for ·
eld re. Peter 6. Barrett et al. The
WELL.
TÎ0N, AND VOU WILL KEEI*
Fourth of July celebration.
, ction was brought by tbe towns to re-1
of germ
I
the
an
is
with
there
When
epidemic
The lime workers of Knox county c over damages for interference
caused by
usinées of the ferry run by the two I r isease, and most diseases are
bave struck as the corporations failed
weak
lain tiff towns, in the manner explained I £ ecois, it is the person with a
to accept the new bill of wages.
tomach who succumbs first.
ι the rescript, which is as follows:
Fred Cohoon of Bangor, aged 30 and
People with healthy digestion are orInhabitants of Peru and Dixfield vs. linarily not subject to sickness, and can
married, was drowned by the upsetting
ί
}f a canoe in Burnt Pond, Otis, Sunday, ] 'eter G. Barrett and Irving C. Kidder.
off readily any disease germs that
! * hrow
the 7th.
nter the system.
Rescript by Peabody, J.
Action on the case brought by tbe I Strengthen the stomach and digestive
Thomas Butler of Guilford, aged 4δ,
lain tiff towns as proprietors of a ferry I irgans with a Ui o-na tablet before each
iras drowned while working on a log ί
cross the Androscoggin River against I ileal, and every atom of food taken into I
iwom at a lumber mill. Mr. Butler
he defendants for damages caused by I ! he stomach will be digested and assimi-1
leaves a widow.
nterference with their rights in ferrying I. ated, and the whole digestive system
I nade so
Fred Bilodeau of Oakland has been j assengers Snd property.
healthy, clean and sweet that
ir rested, charged with making and issuThe case is before the law court on here will be no chance for disease germs
a
r eport.
' ο breed.
ing counterfeit 5-cent pieces. He has
state prison record.
The ferry was legally established and
If you suffer with pains or distress
I
the
with
duty ifter eating, headache, belching of gases,
* he plaintiffs were charged
At a special town meeting the citizens
I
with
accordance
1 f its maintenance in
bad taste in the mouth, dizjf Waldoboro voted three to one to close
l· our food, a in the heart, specks before
Sec. 2, R. S. 1883.
20,
''hap.
:iness,
pains
after
and
on
Tuesday,
the liquor agency
contend that the I ! be eyes, and a general feeling of deThe defendants
bhe end of its year.
I
( leclaration does not sufficiently set out
ipondency and weakness, you should get
General Joseph Wheeler, the famous ( litber a statutory or common law cause I' veil at once by strengthening the stomold warrior of Alabama, has definitely ( i action. The only proprietorship in a I ach with Mi-o-na. Just one small tablet
tut of a fifty cent box before eating, and
accepted the invitation to deliver the j erry in Maine is the franchise con-r
Decoration Day address at Bangor.
I
by statute, and the party holding II four digestive system will become so
t nas no common law remedy against itrong that you will be the embodiment
The M. L. Getchell Co. of Monmouth
hose who without right interfere with >f good health and spirits, and need fear
has been awarded a contract to furnieh
but the statute affords
lis
10 germ diseases.
of
150
with
pairs
the Peary expedition
ection. It is not necessary in a civil I Ask F. A. Shurtleff & Co. to show you
moccasins for the Arctic expedition.
I
make
to
or
the
statute
set
out
to
iction
;lie guarantee under which they sell MiMrs. Glen Atter was drowned in the , iny reference to it, but tbe case must be I j-na; it costs nothing unless it cures.
river near Carratunk on the 6th, as the >rought within its provisions by alleging I
The plaintiffs'
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when
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order to I*·
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Garcelon, was 92 years of age on the ttth,
the ferry they are entitled to the '.hey see cause.
but this ordinarily advanced age did not keep
and profits of the ferriage and have I JOHN FOYE, late of Canton, deceased; will
interfere with the doctor's professional tolls
ι
petition for probate thereof presented by
right of action against those interfering ! and
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Nathan Iteynolds, the executor therein named.
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Mexico
the
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The Lawson Company
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mining business.
ADDISOS E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
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maybe
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question
pastorate of the First Baptist church
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The
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fendants
Portland, and enter upon the work of an
to May, Î002, were operating the
evangelist. It is his intention to con- prior under
an arrangement made with
tinue his church work there until fall ferry
of tbe two towns, but since
and then begin his new work, which will the selectmen
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confine him to no one denomination or that arrangement
been operated under the direction of the
state.
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wagon pends upon the character
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04 years old, had become very despond- deny that they keep a ferry contrary to
his wife and the statute or transport passengers or
ent over the death of
other relatives, and had said to friends property across any established ferry for
that he didn't see anything further to hire, or furnish for hire any boat or craft
live for.
THE LATEST NOVELTY IX
for such purposes. They were mercountry store near the
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Mcintosh, aged 21, was chants and kept a and
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had a storehouse
drowned by the upsetting of a canoe, ferry in question
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in
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LITTLE
each
land
on
THE
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MOORE
PARK,
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bookkeeper for the Maine Hub Manu- es
the river. They had one or two small
facturing Co.
ANDROSCOGGIN FALLS IN
rowboats and they gave their customers
Forest fires have been getting a start free use of the boats in crossing the
FLOOD TIME AND
during the dry and windy weather re- river to trade at their store. This privicently. One at Welle Beach the first of lege was well known to those trading
SQUARE, ALL IN SOUTH
the week destroyed the town house and with the defendants, and it was an insome 700,000 feet of sawed lumber, caus- ducement intended to increase and did
PARIS.
ing a loss of $40,000 to $50,000. More increase their business and diminished
to
than a hundred men were employed
the tolls of the ferry. This was in effect
across the river of
a transportation
fight it before it was extinguished.
—The Pharmacist.
for hire.
Maine horticulturists report that the persons and property
The defendants had the right to keep
Next to Post Oftice, South Paris.
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for their own accommodawinter without suffering from the frosts, and use boats
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transriver
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tion in passing
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Ordered by the Court, That hearing
Judgment for Plaintiffs.
Mrs. Harnden of this village has gone went to the river back of his own home,
Frank Young until their rent over the choppers.
upon the same on the 2nd day of June, A. D.
\V. E. Curtis has sold hie ash. Two to
Damages to be assessed at nisi prius. 1!H>5, before said Court at Portland, In said Disto spend the summer.
with him one section of a spring
store is completed.
Lynn
taking
A LOOK.
trict, at 10o'clock In the forenoon; and that nomen are chopping it and boarding at W.
Mrs. Eva Bennett is very sick.
tooth barrow which he dragged on to
Dr. Κ J. Marston is having his house
the months of July and August tice thereof be published In the Oxford DemoDuring
Curtis'.
E.
α newspaper printed in said District, and
Mr. A. Blake was called to Brockton, himself as he lay in the water which was
repaired and painted, also adding a carof the past two years The Boston Trav- crat,
Ε. E. Field has thirty or forty thousand
that all known creditors, and other persons In
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Mass., to attend the
riage house to his stable. A Die Barrows of
hundreds of poor chileIronfrom Interest, may api>ear at the said time and place,
eler
to sell.
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shingles
town.
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Daniel Hill, formerly of this
of hast Sumner is doing the painting
assigned for the deed. Mr.
the crowded tenement districts of Bos- and show cause, If any they have, why the
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and papering.
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East Water ford.
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Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District,
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of
sleeping
our
on
account
the
sickfare,
one
of
when
Goo.
*
public
Parrott'e,
is living in Mrs. Aunie Tibbetts' house.
for interment.
cars, all meals in the dining car, hotels,
universities makes provision for
ness of their mother who is failing.
There are many sick from severe colds
George H. Keen, who has been sick
Mrs. Geo. Andrews of Portland is also side trips, etc., is $162.50 from Portland, the study and solution of educational
since Jan. 20, is not so well and confined that have not left since winter came.
and $100.50 from Boston. This first problems by college professors and comhere.
to the bed.
H. A. Record has left the railroad aud
Rev. Mr. Xewport will preach the trip is designed as a vacation trip for mon school men.
»123323
Will McGown has moved from Berlin will care for bis farm this season.
memorial sermon to T. A. Roberts Poet teachers, although many who are not
Some with stock and tools included,
back to his farm on Temple Ilill.
Rev. Mr. Boyd arrived last week and
TERRIFIC HACE WITH DEATil.
and Corps May 28, at the Congregational teachers will improve the opportunity of
"Strout'·
described
in
Spring
commenced his work on Sunday.
"Death was fast approaching," writes I List"; over 80 cuts of buildings and travel
church. John 0. Winship, Esq., of taking the trip at the remarkably low
South Rumford.
Albert Merrill still keeps his hands
will deliver the address on price afforded.
Ralph F. Fernandez, of Tampa, Ηλ., ing instructions so you can go and trade with
W. Clark is spending a few weeks at busy. His windmill is up and his work- Windham,
E.
address
C.
full
For
particulars
Memorial Day.
lescribing his fearful race with death, the owners. Every farm is a bargain. This
his cottage on Poplar Hill in Mexico.
men intend to complete work in a few
Bowler, General Agent and Conductor, 'as a result of liver trouble and heart list which is mailed free, will save you time
Mark.ot
OS
Square,
Miss \ ilia Gammon is working for days.
Bethel, Maine.
iisease, which had robbed me of sleep and money. In Maine alone we sold 289
Dickvale.
Frank Thurston.
SOUTH
I
had
tried
in
life.
all
interest
PARIS,
of
ind
If
want
to
farms
our
last
sell, get
you
year.
North Albany.
O. A. Bisbee, who has been ill a long
Justices Nominated.
Major Allen and family are at her famany different doctors
free description blanks. Call on our local
ther's, F. P. Putnam's.
J. P. Kimball of Stark, Χ. II., visited time, has gone to the hospital for examinominations made by Governor cines, but
no benefit, until I
Among
got
address
or
his
raised
has
house,
Tom Falardo
agent
relatives in this place this week, return- nation.
Cobb last week are tbe following:
So wonderfu
ο use Electric Bitters.
built new chimney, put in new windows
C. L. Mathews collects the cream this
Thursday. He has leased his farm
Trial Juftlre—A. B. Washburn. Waterfonl.
ing
their effect, that in three days I
inother
made
and
improvements
many
to Abner Kimball for the coming year. year.
Votary Public— El win H. Gleaeon, Mexico; relt like a new mau, and to-day I am ISO Nmau St., N.V. TremofttTempi·,BOSTON
side and outside.
A. J. Farrar was on hand with the LOul* H. Vellleux, Rumford Kail·.
Leslie Kimball is shingling his ell and
•nred of all my troubles." Guaranteed
JuUlce
of the Peace— Henry W. Park, Mexico;
Mrs. Arthur Sloan and daughter are ahed.
his
into
drive
early rise-of water and put
A gonta.
F A. Shurtleff 4 Co.'e, Drug Store,
Henry H. Richard·, Byron.
with her husband in Turner.
order.
in
short
Mrs. Mary Ann Hicks is at wolf for the Androscoggin
Ι). M
W. O. FROTHINGIIAM, South Paris.
ioutb Paris, West Paris ; price 50c.
|
John Young from Kidlonville is heli>- Mrs. Leslie Kimball.
for
here
still
drive
Smith's
Geo.
hangs
"We got ten." That is all the presiFRENCH, Norway.
a
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F.
Clark
W.
rain
storm
days.
of
One
water.
want
mg
good
Our school began Monday with Miss
dent has to tell of his bear hunt. RooseA CREEPING DEATH.
Helen Bisbee as the teacher and all are will probably send it out.
velt directness, certainly. But think of
East Sumner.
Blood poison creeps up towards the
TO LET.
the wasted opportunity for story telling!
hoping for a profitable term.
Me.
leart, causing death. J. E. Stearns,
Among the proposed improvements
Dr. Walker of Norway was in this
One of the greatest blessings a modest
tenement and one 6
room
One 5
ielle Plaine, Minn., writes that a friend
m the vicinity is the building of a vestry
Wednesday.
place
man can wish for is a good, reliable set
CLEARED FOR ACTION.
which
his
The Congrehand,
at the Baptist church.
Ireadfully injured
Ed Good is at home from the mill a of bowels. If
oom tenement with stable room and
you are not the happy
When the body Is cleared for action, welled up like blood poisoning. Buckgational church is receiving two coats few days doing eome planting.
possessor of such an outfit you can by Dr. King'· New Life Pills, you can en's Arnica Salve drew out the poison, | garden with each.
of paint.
Other farmers are doing a little farmimprove the efficiency of those tell it by tbe bloom of health on the ] iealed the wound, and saved bis life,
The Grangers' dance on Tuesday even- ' ing but the spring is cold and backward. greatly
H. STUART,
you have by the judicious use of Cham- cheeks; the brightness of the eyes; the j iest in the world for burns and sores.
well
attended.
was
iug
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. firmness of the flesh and muscles; the >
South Paris, Me.
Sc. at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'e, South
The benefit supper and entertainment
They are pleasant to take and agreeable buoyancy of tbe mind. Try them. At •aris, West Paris.
Norway Lake.
for Mrs. Cora E. Foye was a good
A
sale
Shnrtleff
For
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effect.
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?. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.'s Drug Stores,
John Judkinahas moved into the upcess and yielded over «20. Calls for aid
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Norway.
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ed to in the vicinity. And although fre- Dana Bartlett is occupying
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Wood the com·
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H. D. COLE,
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West Sumner. Address by Capt. C. H. May 17th in the same place.
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A

Discharge.

Splendid Showing
OF THE

Crisp, New, Straw Hats

a"ruie

to-day.

fully perfected

»;

stylish

Prices from "25c. to $1.50.

|

Everything
staple styles.

TAKE

F. PLUMMER, aSSl·.

J.

seS?

|

r0™P®£

,aue'is

ΪΧϋβ

I

Ind

iW.,?"';';

Wool Mats, Carriage Dusters and

Discharge.

Horse Sheets.

JAMES

good

JAMES N.

I.Mrs.

The officers chosen are as follows:
PreaMent—George C. Purington, Karmlngto*.
Vlce-Pre»Ment—M. 3. Molarity, Vu* net»
Clerk—H. ». Prtngle, WstervlCe.
Treftnurer— Horace Purtnton, Water* the.
Director·—George C. Purluirt-jo. Horace Portaton Kev. W. P. Berry. Kent'· HI 1; Samuel Vom,
C. K.
Ma<Uion: Κ. T. Burro wee, Portland,
MtlUfcen, Island Pall·, antl Prof. A. W. Anthoi
ny, Lewtatoa.

|

__

[

FAVOR, HARNESSF STORE,UCKE

οίΓβ

April-'1st?

Colde, whih

Dayton

N.

eh^l

Kiu^

Bolster & Co,

LACE CURTAINS

/orelbr°?ci ^

For 49c. to $2.00 a pair in Nottingham
and $2.50 to $4.75 a pair in the new
Arabian color and style.

tion

famous

200

MONEY
MAKERS

JL·

:^fr

Also Tapestry table and couch
Call and
Covers and Draperies.
see

them.

MAINE·

*ai

Jegan

E. ». STROUT FIRM AGENCY

SPRING

MILLINERY

it

Mrs. R. X_a. Powers.
Norway,

J.

suc-1

\

I fine line of

Trimmed, Untrimmed and Ready*

Hats.

All the Latest Novelties, Etc.

o-wear

Wanted.

MRS. HILLS

Pulp
Correspondence

village Monday evening.

good attendance.

«

J

April

Drug Store, Oxford.

J
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Mrs. H. X. Bolster is iu Philadelphi
for a few weeks, visiting her sod, Harr
T. Jordan.

J

A special meeting of the Golden Cro·
will be held to-morrow (Tuesday) even
ing at G. A. R. Hall. Official visitor »
will be present.

reception
Thursday night

Invitations are out for a

the parsonage

next

the official members of the
church and their wives.

a

;
!
Methodis
t«

Mrs. E. P. Pari in and son Albert ο
rrtU' Sabatis were guests of her parents, Mr
Λ"
aud Mrs. W. H. Blake, over Sunday
j Wallace Cbeebro
Mr. I'arliu speDt Sunday with them.

7V. V. TuernUy
»ree.

Γ.1

.^Vrv^^

and

viaiting I

Refreshing showers Monday morning

S.Vi^aia-Ji'SSSï

ùrVt

in bloom.

The rain is the most satisfactory thinj
the weather has given us for some time

SUlTH ΡΑΚΙ· ΙΌ»Τ OFriCK.

Hour»: 7Λ)

*.

are

Saturday evening*

"'wï* KG Ktabku*Re»ei Con>»
rd Saturday evening, ο!
J MC'ort»
Uall.

each

of

eacu

Subject at the evening meeting nexi
Sunday in Universalist church, "Tht
history of the local church. A study ol
the past as an iuceutive to duty in tht
present."

The sociable of the Universalist Sun
•
lay School, anuounced for Wednesday
evening of this week, has beeu indefinitely potiipoued on account,of the grammar
school sale.
Mrs. X. D. Bolster has purchased the
homestead of her recently deceased
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.J. Morton, on
Pleasant Street. The Bolster family
will occupy it after it is remodeled somewhat.

Aw
oontb.lt

meet*

NORWAY.

Oxford County ιοο Y··» 0,d·

again.

Kev. A. K. Baldwin occupied the pul
at the Congregational church on Sud
ilay, and will be here again next Sundaj

"«/'S'.TWSTÏ·; S5SÎM

r.

The apring flowers

ua

pit

CHl'KCHKS.

«

with

Emma Haekell U
Portland for a week or two.

Commencing December 4,19m.
LKAV·

are

Miss

0UANII TBl'SK KAILWAT.

TÛAlSe

The orioles

WHICH HAS

PASSED

It is said that the railroad to Water
WITHOUT OBSERVANCE.
ford, Albany and Stoneham from thii
place is an assured thing. With one 01
two exceptions the land damages in
thefact
Probably few people
have been agreed upon with the
that Oxford County recently pawed, 1its Norway
It might parties.
one huudredth anniversary.
Mr. W. H. Whitcomb of PhiladelphU
bave been appropriate, if attention bad
in town for a short time.
w» is visiting
to
the
to
matter,
directed
(pen
Capt. M. P. Stiles, Norway's mosl
hour in the afternoon of the «P«n'DP
efficient postmaster, has greatly improvday of the March court in an
ed his new residence, the Gen. Oeo. L.
observance of the centennial.
Beal place on Cottage Street, by trimfirst
its
for
the history of the county
the trees in the yard, with a new
ing
e
which
in
one
y
is
hundred years
fence about the lot, etc.
citizen may feel a just pride.
As the annual meeting of the Norway
was
incorporated Pine
Oxford County
Grove Cemetery Association held
March 4, 1S05, as the County of Oxford
at the Elm House Saturday, the followin the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
officers were elected:
with Paris as shire town. It did not be- ing
Moderator—8. A. Bennett. M. D.
come Oxford County, Maine, until fifteen
Clerk—Capt W. W. Wkltminh.
vears later when Maine became a state.
Treiwurer—Frank A. Dan forth.
Trmteee—S. A. Bennett. F. A. Danforth, I. N.
The territory erected into Oxford Goun4. F. Bolftcrand C. N. Tubbe.
tv was formerly the northern part of Small,
York and Cumberland Counties. It in- Dr. S. A. Bennett was elected president
of the board of trustees.
cluded the two towns
The assessors are hard at work on the
Livermore, which were taken off when
The work is
Androscoggin County was formed in assessments for 1905.
and taxes committed
Coun
Franklin
of
completed
usually
and
a
part
large
1854,
the last of May or first
tv, which was incorporated in IN». to the collector
The first county road located in the new of June.
William Twombly has received an incounty was one from Pans to
from $17 per
crease in his pension
1
the record of the county be- month to $25 per mouth.
J. K. Brown has the frame "up fora
gins with the first term of the Court of
of the
Session», which met at Pans June 11, new building on his lot south
1803. This Court of Sessions was the Canwell-Brown stand.
bod ν which at that time had Κ®06"»
Arrangements have been made with
at the
charge of the county business, as the Ilortense G. Gregg, librarian
Court of County Commissioners does Public Library, enabling her to supply
It may be of sorae interest to for the help "at the Advertiser during
now.
englance at the doings of this court during the summer months while the help
its first year, and note some things re- joy their vacations. Miss Gregg's aunt,
in
garding" the beginnings of our history: Miss Gardner, will take her position
There are recorded as present at the the library Tuesday, Wednesday, ThursJune term of the court "the Honour- day and Friday of each week commencable":
ing about the first of June and continuCaleb Frentles
ing through July and August.
Simon Krye
Job Kaetman
Luther <ary
Mrs. Frank Q. Elliott is visiting lier
Ichalmd Bonuey
Samuel l'arrte
people in Chelsea, Mass., for a few
AS AN NI VERS AU Y

inform^
cfrta'n'y

ofTurner^and

'officially

FOR SALE.
known at the James

Shall the Home be Closed?
Shall the Oxford County "Old Ladles'
Home" be closed, or will it· friends

pledge

a

sufficient amount to

Estate
give it good Clark stand

Hill.

on Paris
financial standing?
At a special meeting of the members room house in
of the corporation known as the Norway
Home for the Aged Women of Oxford acres of fine grass land with numerCounty, it was voted to close the Home
water in
for a time because of the lack of avail- ous fruit trees.

receive and decide upon the claims of the credit
ors of Stephen S. Packard, late of Albany, In
•aid connty, deceaaed, whose estate has been

good repair. Twenty

able funds.

Mrs. Aaron Paige, who has been its
matron since the opening of the Home
in September, 1003, can no longer attend to the duties of the position, and it
sems well-nigh impossible to find another
to SU the responsible place with the
ability shown by Mrs. Paige, without

paying

a

larger salary than the present

low state of finances will allow.

Mrs. Paige and her husband were so
much interested in the success of the
Home that they gave their services for
one year and later worked for a very

small remuneration.
The managers regret exceedingly that
an institution which would prove of bo
great benefit to Oxford County, must of
necessity be closed, even temporarily,
because of the lack of money to carry it

along.

That it is needed is evident from the
fact tbatit was filled to its full capacity
within a short time after it was opened,
and by the large number of applications
for admittance which have been present
ed since.
Tlie managers also trust that ero long
its doors can again be opened to the
aged women who are eligible to find
thereiu a haven for their last years.
If those who wish to know more
about this county home, or would like a
photograph of the house, will write to
the president of the board of directors,
Mrs. Freeland Howe, Norway, Maine,
she will gladly answer their requests.

house.

Inquire

Running

of

Ε. M. CLARK,
Paris Hill

Old fashioned furniture for sale.

;;,■ lef

„...

i;«f .war

".C-cjecond
£οη^·

At

<>,.»

the

meet at

^^th,

"^Xd^.hla

tion down

HOLLfSTER·

The subscriber hereby give· notice that he
duly appointed administrator of the

Busy ïediolne for Buy People.
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
A

has been
estate of

ADONIRAM J. BERRY, late of Sumner,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the Uw directs. All perrons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Inaèl .âd thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
FREDERICK R. DYER
May 9th, 190.V

good white lawn, clusters of line tucks front and back, ham$2.98
skirt has clusters of tucks,
insertion,
burg
ONE LOT suits of fine white lawn, waftt has clusters of tucks front and back, two
$4·5θ
rows of insertion, V shaped yoke, plaited skirt witli tucked flounce,
and skirt,

Pure.--*

Patton's Sun-Proof Paints,

Brirg

of no

A Floor

Crystalline

Best French

that

es

are

Refunded.

Lens at half Price

Difficult Cases Solicited. Satisfaction Guaranteed
opportunity and save your sinhr.

For a Short Time.

or

Money

Embrace this

Eyes

tested free.

Eye Refractionist,

DR. A. DeWITT PARMENTER,

Morrill Studio, Norway, Maine.
Graduate of the
Scientific and Practical Optician.
1"> years practical experience.
Consultation and advice free.

Formerly of Boston,

Mass.

Philadelphia Optical College:

All Klads of Optical

Ftopnlr Work. Ohoap,

Store.

Furnislilng

Ladles'

Shirt Waist Suit Sale.

Now is the

for Sliirt

season

Suits and

Wn^t

colors, *t) les and prices.

44
44
Linen
Linen in white Shirt Waist Suit
Brilliantine Shirt Waist Suit

$

Panama
Silk

^

Every

one

Telephone

of these

44

44

44

44

44

44

ι oo

1.25

...
...

1

...

2.25

3*5

···

650

...

5.50

...

....

49

2.S5

...

44

Oils, Varnishes, Brushes.

have them in all

we

Print Shirt Waist Suit,
Waist Suit
Gingham Shirt
"
"
44
Lawn
k>
44
44
Muslin
Silk Gingham Shirt Waist Suit
White Shirt Waist Suit..

wears Like Iron.

South Paris, Maine.

all your o'd glas

to ycu, I will allow ycu what
worth in <xchirge for new

appliances to determine and
equipped with the latest instruments
with the
any defect of the eye, and sTiould you need glasses will tir you

Fini§h'

J. P. Richardson,

Saved!

hey are
glasses. anil

I am well
correct

me

use

ι

Guaranteed

coiintv

styles

Money

Agents,

$5-9#

.....

in mohair suits at ·?4.08. *Τ.·>0 and $10.00.

left from last winter that arc marked down.

styles

A few

place you should know that Paroid
is no experiment. It has been on the market about
In 1808 the U. S.
ten years and has stood the test.
Government used a large amount of it in Cuba; four
so
satisfactory, thoy
years later, it having proved
ordered 1,200,000 feet for shipment to Manila, and
of
Paroid now are
The
sales
it.
still
are
they
using
well up to 400 carloads a year or approximately
20,000.000 feet.
We have handled Paroid for about three years
and have sold nearly 100,000 feet and the sale is
rapidly increasing. We sold over 15,000 feet last
'In the tiret

j/ir-n-unv,

regular size*)

Other

Old DutotL

|

$2.49

collar, plaited skirt,

ONE LOT suits of white linen, very neat suit, lias clusters of fine tucks on waist

«^Guaranteed Strictly

j

tucked cuff and

ONE LOT suits of

We want to spin
You a yarn about

ί ΔΡ-Δ-Ι Α Γ

front,

styles

ONE LOT suits of white linen finish goods, tucked waist, large sleeve, skirt has
$3*98
....
panel front, tucked flounce, very neat,

sneciflc for Constipation, Indigestion, Live
Kidney Troubles, Pin.pies. Eczema, Impure
Blood. Bad Breath. 8Uigg>sh Rowels, Headache
and Backache. It's Rocky Mountain Tea In tab
l"t form, 35 cents a box.
Genuine made b;·
Uolmbter Dara Company, Madison, Wis.
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE
A
and

good paint,

)Ν"'·Κ

style

ready-inade.

in home made one·.

see

ONE LOT suits of linen colored lawn, tine quality, waist has plaits and fine tucks,
Frenoh knots down front and on cuff and collar, plaited flounce skirt, $3.98

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets

NOTICE.

White Lead.

j

your Shirt Wai»t Suits

about them that you seldom

agreeable to the order of sala Judge
that six months from and after thu date, April
this week in cotton
18th. A. D. 1905, hare been allowed to said credit- This season we have a
large assortment. New
ors to present and prove their claims, and that
wc will attend to the duty assigned us at the
office of Eugeno F. Smith, Esq., at Norway, In and linen.
said County of Oxford, on June 10, A. D. 190ft,
and on October 18, A. D. 1909, at ten of the clock ONE LOT linen colored mualin waists, is tucked and insertion «lawn front, neat
in the forenoon of each of said days.
$1*49
full skirt,
......
JOHN A. ROBERTS, |
Commissioners.
MOSES P. STILE8, |
ONE LOT suite of linen colored lawn, tucked waist with three rowu lace inser-

ATTENTION, PAINTERS I

J

by buying

money

can save

Then there it tint

of Probate,

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

...

You

represented Insolvent, hereby give public notice

Maiue intercollegiate track
The Call to Action Among Birds. month (April).
Orono Saturday, Κ. II. Porter of
Another thing to bo considered is the low cost as
Mr. Craig S. Thome tells a number of
of the University of Maine, won
Paris,
with shingles, being 20 to 40 per cent cheaper, according to the quality
compared
birds
in
about
di terof the year, tueet. everj Saturday.
r.
young
interesting things
the UK) yard ilash iu 10 1-5 seconds, and
Ie:iac Livermore
and thickness used, than a medium quality cedar, making allowance for the extra
Paulel SUiwfll
for
Woman's
Idea
the
New
Magazine
ot
weeks.
an.l fourth Mon,lay.
the 220 yard dash in 2:1 seconds. A. <1. John Grcfuwocl
William Livermore
There are many roofs so Hat that shingles are entirely
cost of laying the shingles.
Francis Ke· es
Wallace W. Sheen is repairing and im- June, and speaks of the significant inBennett of Paris, also of the University Nath I'erley
as a gravel or tin roof at a small part ol
1-1.
as follows: unsuitable, while Paroid would be as good
Moees Ames
voice
of
a
bird's
•lu'lah l>ana
_stony l'.rvok Lodge. So.
tonations
Street.
on
Summer
house
his
hammer
of Maine, was second in the
proving
By using
t- ecomi an·! fourth Wo tacs· lay evening
It is especially adapted to piazzas and dormer windows.
•locei>h llowar<l
Tlmothv Osgood
near a nest at a time the cost.
"Hone
house
the
to
confined
is
happens
which
1.
Tubbs
Geo.
throw and third in the shot put,
Kzektel Merrill
KU Twite hell
Paroid it is practicable to build sheds, poultry houses, Ac., with Mat roofs at a big
r ίν-Hamlln Lodge. No. 31. meet* ever.
Daniel Howard
Uitah Holt
with trouble with his eyes. Mr. Tubbs when the young birds are able to come
which
were both won by Denning of Bowdoin.
saving in material. We havo the well known Neponset Red Rope Ro.tfing
Kr av evening M Pythian ΗΛ
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who could take this trip, thousands have
succeeded in defeating the West Paris Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
on that
door. Last Tuesday morning a quarter of a mile distant, until he hat
been compelled to stay at home and conThe explosion wai grammar team Saturday afternoon by a
and Λ o'clock Mr. Plummet returned home.
betweeu
To these suffertinue their daily toil.
Inadditioi score of 10 to 0. The teams were well
heard jest before midnight.
was awake, and heard some one coming
It is supposed that three young men ers who could not change their climatic COVERT AND BLACK TAFFETA COATS ARE WHAT YOU
matched and the score was a tie at the
a small amount of cash
last
drowned
were
quietly up stairs. He supposed it was to the stampsorder
of
Falmouth
Tuesday. conditions, we offer Ilyomei, a method
forms and four banl beginning of theOtb inning, South Paris
blank money
one of the family coming to speak tc
were Bernard Stubbs, 15 years ol
SHOULD WEAR THIS SPRING, WE HAVE THEM.
bv which pure air impregnated with Nawinning out in their half of this inning. TheyRobert
him, but heard no one coming through books were taken. There is no clue.
Saw
and
Frank
27,
Sawyer,
ture's own remedies for the cure of
The feature of the game was a home age,
a
heard
he
the door. Soon, however,
WE CAN
hi· brother, 10. They went out in s
run by Shirley Kawson, who drove the yer,
catarrh, can be inhaled by every sufferer A SILK OR MOHAIR SHIRT WAIST SUIT TOO,
Personal.
matchbox drop to the door from a stand
shoot ducks. The floai
Breathed through
in his or her home.
ball completely over one of the near-by gunning float to
MAKE
Realiz
TO
was
on which his watch
lying.
the next morning on the shon 1
SHOW YOU THE S'TTS OR MATERIALS
the neat pocket inhaler that comes with
houses. The difference in size of the was found
inj· that there was something wrong, ht
has
but
the
of
one
of
nothing
islands,
antiof
Parii
its
Mixer
South
caused
considerable
'"
I.
Mr. Nelson
West Paris players
healing, volatile,
every outfit,
THEM.
demanded, "What are you in here for
of the young men. Robert
formel ly a student of Hebron Academ
comment. The two smallest members been found
; septic fragrance reaches the lungs and
The intruder got out of the room on hit
leaves a wife and an infan air
ha
if
Sawyer
stomach
of
r.nd
made
the
a
team
and
the
as.no
of
possidosing
Colby College,
battery,
graduate
up
passages
hands and knees, but as he passed ir
A FINE LINE OF WAISTINGS AND SUIT
obtained employment as conductor ο
the largfr members hid played us good child.
bly can do. It gives immediate relief WE ALSO HAVE
front of the window Mr. Plummet got s
as well as
Elevated
the
cures.
Boston
understood
makes
and
the
and
ball
Railway.
game
lasting
INGS IN THE FANCY COTTON GOODS.
glimpse of bis head. He then hustlei
AN OPEN LETTER.
The complete outfit, consisting of the
these two West Paris would have nc
down the stairs and out at the front door
Mr. John D. S. Farris will be well π
>
of
doubt won.
From the Chapin, S. C., News: Earl] inhaler, medicine dropper and bottle
which had not been locked that night membered
by the people of Oxfor
costs only one dollar, and extra
The toy factory team played a team in the
my wife and I were takei ι Hyomei,
spring
In such a hurry was he that he dido'i where be was born and for
worke
be
years
from Norway on the high school grounds with diarrhoua and and so severe weri ι bottles of Hyomei, if needed, can
pro·
stop to close the door, but except tha
in the woolen mill of the Robinso
I Saturday afternoon, the game resulting the pains that we called a physician wh< cured for fifty cents.
the door was standing open he left n<
He has secui
will
Manufacturing
Company.
of
treatment
the
in
favor
Proof that the Hyomei
13 to 10
toy factory.
Indications ol
trace of his presence.
prescribed for us, but his roedicinci ι
ed a position as conductor on the Bosto
The sled factory team played at West failed to give any relief. A friend win > do all that is claimed for it is found in
some one prowling about in the nigh
Elevated Railway.
Paris Saturday afternoon, and defeated had a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic the guarantee under which F. A. Shurthave been seen and heard at othci
the West Paria team 15 to 14.
Cholera and liiarrhœa Remedy on han< I left <fc Co. sell it, an agreement to pay
houses in that part of the village lately
travelers have found gres
A tram from Norway was defeated a! gave each of us a dose and we at one s back the price, if the purchaser can say
Experienced
as
missing
is
though nothing
reported
bmeHtby taking with them a bottle ι Bryant's Pond Saturday afternoon, 10 tc felt the effeots. I procured a bottle am I that Hyomei has not given satisfaction.
People are careful now to lock thei Dk. Skth
Arnold,'s Balsam. It curt 18.
before using the entire contents we wer }
doors at night, and guns and revolver
illness caused by impure water and sut
Paris High plays Leavitt Institute ai : entirely cured.
It is a wonderful rem
which haven't been used for years ar
Wanted.
of climate. Warranted b I Turner next Saturday.
den
changes
use
in every house
loaded up and all ready for instant
I edy and should be found
F. A. Shurtletf Λ Co.
or gentleman of fair education to travel
rem
Lady
safet
This
C.
hold.
Editor.
H.
Bailey,
Any one who values his personal
A schooner launched at the Stetsoi edy is for sale by Shurtleff & Co., Soutl ι for a Arm of $160,000 capital. Salary $1,072 per
would better not be attempting any sor I
Bring old glane· to Dr. Parmente I yard in Brewer recently was ohristenec Pari·; Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noye s year and expenses, paid weekly. Addreaa
of breakiug and entering in the nigh t
U. PMtCIVAL, South Pail·, Me.
i
Band ad.
time here just now.
by releasing a pure white carrier pigeon Drugstore, Norway.
:

Shirt Waist Suits

ComnlMioBera' Notice.
OXFORD, 8S.
Norway, April 18th, 1906.
T.
We, the undersigned, having been duly ap
pointed by the Honorable Judge of Probate!
Ten within ana for said connty, commissioner· to

5.00. 6.50
7 00. 9.50
12.so

...

bargains.

are

M. XjUKTT,
136 Vain St., Norway.

18-4.

Village

AMERICAN LAW

1-4

2.22

|

MOUNTAIN

SHOES

STORE,

1

AYRSHIRES

SHOES

day

Spring

Keith's Konqueror for Men

Revelation for Ladies

W. 0. & G. W.
SOUTH

MOUNTAIN

FARM,

SHOES

arriving

Dish Fans,

VIEW

S. RICHARDS,

PARIS,

RAIN

MAINE.

COATS

FARM,

have becomt·

pensable

Every

Pigs

tin ir
ful

J.

rain

in

and tailored

unusual

care.

beand

fancy worsteds,

cov-

$10 to 15

H. B. Foster,
Norway.

before.

V

spring overcoats ;
proof without

erts and chev'ots.

Mrs. Gi.add:—Come Mrs.

having

I

S.B. &Z.S. PRINCE, I
Norway,

Our
grace-

you need not le afiaid
Made
of a slower.

Boston and New York and is now
prepared to show a larger line of

Maine.

long,

They make a mo*t
coming overcoat

Specialty.

Get one of the $1.25 Q,uilts for $1
this month, for April first the;
will be $1.26.

adds to

popularity.

with

Miss Prince has just returned from

ever

indis-

garment.

looking it

A. W. Walter cfe Son,

goods than

an

season

coats are

Λ

Gasoline Engines

Lowest Prices.

Best Work.

Frothingham,

Optician

a

goods

sale with

Mhs. Sadd
on

earth

can

I?

My

Sadd, let's hurry

'way

marked

me so

town.

The)'re

down.

Ο dear, Mrs. Gladd, I'd
Soots hurt

to

just

love

to go !

But how

!

Mus. Gi.add :—That is easily fixed, I know what to do. We'll go
first and buy you a Good Cheer Shoe ; lor the comfort of life you certainly lose, unless you arc wearing

Good Cheer Shoes!
SOLD BY

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOU*r

BLOCK,

K. N. SWRTT. Vfnnaeer.

NORWAY, MAINE.

F. W. FAUNC'E, Salesman.

Tolopbono 11B-8.

Α ίΟΛ PRICE
ON

—

TORTURING

Carpets

Wool
up stock

Sts.,1

MAINE.

NORWAY,

any

60 YEARS'

Trade Marks
Designs
CC?Y.TCV!TS Ac.

m»'
whether ai

a
«

•j.cm!

Scientific Jînerica*.

wwkIt.
A bandsomety
cuintuxi f anv wtetituie Journal.
,«ur : ··»- ru»»«itUs, tu SO.dbyidl
«

ekull.

7».--Initial Puil«.
[Change the initials an required.]
Να.

The king throughout hie lengthy
Always to meet the poor would
Nor ever pxide of rank could —.
2.

This coat. It seems to me, is
The tailor liasn t made it
I'll send It back to him to

î arrest ctr.
Term», f3 ft
ri w.^lealerm.

3.

4.
I lived one summer In a
And did not have to pay
For gas or taxes or for

5. Λ feminine name.
«. A drum used in India and other
oriental countries.

heart disease, not organic, are not only
to. but are the direct result of indithe stomach
gestion. All food taken into ferments
and
which fails of perfect digestion
it
swells the stomach, puffing up against the
heart. This interferes with the action of
the heart, and in the course of time that
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
Mr. D. Kauble. of Nevada. O.. «ay·: I had stomach

traceable

and Job Work.

Matched Marl WimhI floor Boards for sale.

Kodol Digests What You Eat
and relieves the stomach of all nervous

μ»·β.

Sum ne»

Remember
We carry

a

good

fit.—A Kllicht of Stairs.
Tiie last three letters of each word
must form tbe first three letters of the
succeeding word.
No.

trouble and was In a bad stat· as I had heart trouble
with IL I took Kodot Dyspepsia Cure for about four
months and It cured me.

(HWIMlIt,

W.

E.

line of

size, which sells for 50c.
E. C. De WITT A CO.,

Sold

HARNESS, BLANKETS AND

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

οοο

strain and the heart of all pressure.
Boctieaooly. Si.00 Si*e holding 2H times thetrUl

Prepared by

NO.—Syncopation·.
a barrier and have an ob-

ligation in writing.
Syncopate to lay a basis and have
relishing highly.
a
Syncopate to pulverize and have
body of fresh standing water.

Ninety-nine of every

can

If In want of any kind of Klnlsh for Inside or
Pine Luir
Outside work. send In your orders
ber an>l Shinies on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing

No.

Syncopate

one

Also Window & Door Frames.

70.—Twin Syllable·.
each word defined the two syllaare the same.
A balf suppressed complaint
A kind of wild fruit.
A well known state prison.
A delicate sweetmeat.
No.

Iti
bles
1.
2.
3.
4.

2. A tomato sauce. 3.
4. Outward apmeal.
pearand or inxly. 5. A boy.
1. A whip.
The evening

OHIOAQQ,

by F. A. Shurtleff 4 Co.

No.

Η if.—Λ

Criminal of tbe Sea.

J. WALDO NASH,

ROBES, WHIPS, HALTERS, Licensed

ETC.

Taxidermist,

MASONIC BLOCK,

Uur line of

Telephone

NORWAY.

Connection.

TRUNKS AND SUIT CASES!
Is

larger

than

before.

ever

Prices Reasonable.

10. k G. I

South Paris, Maine.
s;t.—TrUnglr,
1. Λ kind of tree. 2. A heavy metal,
ι 3. Tiiue from suurise to sunset 4.
; One-half of eilge. 6. A letter.
X«t.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

1

Clotiivi and boatittfic* th« hai;. |
l*ri»im>tee a Ituucuu t ;rr»**tà.
Never Fail J to Eoiiorc Crayi
1
ΙΙλιγ to it· Youthful Cole
Curvs «-alp d.«ca-« « <k h:
tai.iu^·. |
I
ai I)ru^i<ti
ainl

WANTED.

K4.—Alphabetical Puile.
Supply the missing letters iu the following paragraph from the complete
alphabet, uot usiug a letter more than
Ko.

Before You Purchase Any Other Write

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce. Kir, Heiulock and Poplar, delivered on cars at
any Κ. K. Station front Pownalto Bethel,
the coming year.
E. W. PEN LEY. West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1904.

j

Furniture Polish

THE NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE COMPANY

once:

ORANGE, MASS.
Mary Sewing Machines are made to sell regardless of qua. ty, but the ** »w Home" is madt
to wear. Our guaranty never runs out
We make Sewing Machines to suit all condition·
of the trade. The "Sew Home
stands at the
head of ail Uijili-sirmlo family sewing machines
Sold by authorised dealer» only·
■lobtia* Variety Store Co., Agent·,

*rank Smith *as α boy of •tudious
•abits and *lways stood first lu his
•lass.
*et *ue *ay he forgot how to
spell *oological #arden and *ost his
"*t's *ery *ueer,"
accustomed *lace.
he •emarked.«•'•hat I should lose *y
place *ust •ecause of that when I
•now how to spell the *ame of *very
animal in it from the *ebec to the
•uicorn !"

Norway, Maine.

It is neither I
Best in the market.
gummy nor sticky and gives a
lustre. 3> cents per bottle. Sold by
T. F. HATHAWAY,

tinej A W. Walker
&
Dealers in

Son,

Proper Care of the Feet.
one can afford but one pair of shoe·

afford
ïthers with
san

several

If you

pain, choose the

AO

Nu. M5.—Decapitation·.
1 decapitate a narrow piece and have
to step lightly and quickly.
Decapitate to trample and have to

ICE, COAL,
LIME, CEMENT

HILLS,

—

Kodol

Cur·

producer.
a

quart

—

efficiently,

FÔR5ÀLË

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAML,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

Not Alone. He—Crowded, were you?
I thought you went early to avoid the
ruah.
She—So I did ; but about five thousand
other people did the same thing.

Foley's Honey and Tar contains no'
opiates and can safely be given to chil-

dxm.

f V,

F. A. Shurtlefl A Co.

ÀY'egetable Preparationfor As-

S

■

RENEW3 THE ENTHE TRUE
ERGIES AND IMPARTS VIGOR AND
MINO
8TRENGTH TO BODY AND

Promotes Digestion.Cheerful·

ness andRest.Contains neilher
Opium.Morphiite nor Mineral.
Not Narcotic.

Picture Frames

and Pictures,

High G 3dc Portrait Work
in Crayon, Watrr color,

Mouldings
and 0 !

a

in all

I've struck. Here
spend our time biting on silly wriggling worms day after
Γ ay and day after day ail summer, just
10

NEW YORK.
Alb

)5

"To the

sea,.of

"You'll never
sadly. And he

course,

come

never

you

i/o

fare,

old

J

I

IN 1 s

Glemvoo

silly!"

back," she said
did, for the salt

Makes

'Your

MeanluKa of Some Olil Word·.

I

Cooking Eas.y"

44

Old Range taken* in Exchange;

BUCKFIELD.
Many words once written with dlgI. W.
,
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve stops the pain, nilied motive now cause us to read
Get
cures.
and
draws out the soreness
passages of standard literature with a
the genuine, bearing the name of E. C.
guiYuw. The word "Imp" was ouee a
I
Co.
&
Shurtleff
F.
A.
Co.
<&
DeWitt
I term of high honor, but bow now
"Oh, I sounds tbe line from Spenser, "Ye saAt the Theatre Rehearsal.
tbat on l'uruasso dwell?"
feel as if I should fly!" exclaimed the cred imps
oA*r many a grave of the old French
leading lady, nervously.
"Well," said the low comedian, sar- gobies may be read the line, "Here lies
In all its etft-te there
castically, pointing, "there are the fliat noble Imp." A sacred poem, writ- should be clcnuiiuert.
ten by (iascoigue three centuries ago,
wings."
Ely's Cream Balm
begins a stately address to the poster- cU-anr-ee,soothe and hi ale
"O
with
the
words,
Abraham
of
ity
lac diseased iiiouibr:;.:e.
Important to Mother·.
Abraham's brats," brat being then a It cures ca'arrh and diivee
Examine carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
an
may a coid in the head
>>t .1»
word of stately meaning. Opening
a ufe and in re remedy for Infanta and children,
is a metropolitan newspaper for busy p···»j.K·, aim
and eee that It
ild dictionary at random one day, my quickly.
Delivery Canai
good as a daily, anil your Rural Freeweek.
Bnlm is placed Into the nostrils, spread*
Cream
aye happened to fall on the word
brings it to your door three times every
irer ti c- membrane and is absorbed. Belief Is imBear· the
It is published ou Mondays, Wednesday» ami Frni.iv».
"tragedy." A note explained tbat It Mi. diatc ai d a cure follows. It is not drying—does
of
lui >
Signature
contains all the most important news of ΊΊι<
and
it
60
eents
.-ouies from a (Jreek #>rd which means
Drag·
it produce sneezing. Large Size,
is
a guarantee of its value.
which
la Uaa For Over 80 Tear·.
the
Tribune,
oldest
because
10
cente
malL
trag- giiti or by mail ; Trial Size,
'a goat song,"
by
u t
Tba Kind To· Bava Always Bought.
If you live in the village or on a farm and l.ave
LLY UUOT1IEIIS, 60 Warren Street, New York.
xlies were exhibited when a goat was
el·—· t..n !i
a daily newspaper you may be kept in
for
time
aucrlticed or given as a prize to the
»ma
with all important news of the world at a verv
"infant" means
ΕϋΚΙΛ
"I)o you think that republics are un- best actor. The word
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-W
Austin
Dr.
Tenney,
v. :»h
literally "not speaking." Have you a
TRIBUNE is only $ 1 .">0 per year, but you can secure it
grateful?"
The Oxford Democrat,
"Well," answered Senator Sorghum, pug dog? Did you ever think his face
your own favorite local newspaper,
"they may be more or less ungrateful, looks like that of a monkey V The
but they are not necessarily unremunera- monkey be most resembles is the pug
tive."
monkey, which gets Its name from
I'ug or Puck, as Shakespeare writes,
KIDNEY~CURE?
FOLEY'S
IS
WHAT
the sprite of mischief.—Loudon Queen.
Answer: It is made from a prescrip- [
tion of a leading Chicago physician, and
will be at Elm House, Norway
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
Urononif of Heat and Health.
one of the most eminent in the country.
1st Thuriday
and
South
Paris, Maine.
in
that
artiliclally
the
The
are
humidity
average
The ingredients
Thursday, May 4th',
purest
TME ΜΛν
Your name and addre»s on a postal card to
Oftice
money can buy, and are scientifically heated bouses is about 30 degrees; the of each following month.
New-York < it\. will
TRIBUNE,
TRI-WEEKLY
YORK
combined to get their utmost value. average temperature, 70 to 74 degrees. hours,
10:30 A. M. to 4 p. M.
bring you a free sample copy.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
It has been found by conclusive tests
Examined free.
Eyes
a humidity of OU
with
room
a
that
he
"Would you marry a man because
degrees and a temperature of 05 dewas rich?" asked the romantic girl.
"No," answered Miss Cayenne, "but I grees seems warmer and more commight refuse to marry one because he fortable than a room of 72 degrees of
WiUiin-n r.r·· troubled with worms,
wasn't."
wi te ink ;♦·.·
heat and humidity of 30 degrees. Dr.
Handsomest Stallion in Maine. Kvery inch a king, Black stallion,
ami in-ulvtl for »uuirtliiiikrt'l9<'. A few iluwi of ■
M. Smith says that If a room at
Henry
owned
11«»0
by
pounds,
A LESSON IN HEALTH.
behind, US hands, weighs
Dr.
08 degrees is not warm enough for any
Talu- ■
» ill expel \v<.rni»lf tluy exlut, ami proven
JOHN* 15. ItOBlN'SON. Osfor·! M.
Healthy kidneys filter the impurities healthy person it is because the humidWM. J. WHEELER, South Paris, Me.
aWflonirlftlnTf arelio wonili. Sioatilriiici·!». ■
M
from the blood, and unless they do this
lut. J. P. TKIK A CO.. Auburn. Me.
.<· in
I!
ity Is too low, and »vater should be
Sired by Dark Dkvii., 2.0!», by Mamiiri.vo Kin·., "The Handsomest
good health is impossible. Foley's Kid- evaporated to bring the moisture up to
of Lord March, I'll I:': !>· ti<<n<l
Jkwki.
w
κι..
κ
(Dam
Dam
J
World."
the
ney Cure makes sound kidneys and will
lm i tfikle
the right degree. Iu other words, waKing, (p) 2 10 1-2; Point Dexter, 2.21 1-2;) Hay mare, large snip, li^'lit
positively cure all forme of kidney and
Farm. Sired by Λιλιομ h. ! >2Ά
at
Bred
used
to
be
1S86.
Village
chould
June
coal
Foaled
of
white.
8,
It strengthens the ter intend
bladder disease.
::-4:
Ololt·.
Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12 ί»-4 : Wardwell, 2 14 1 -1 :
Record 2.20.
make rooms comfortable when the
whole system. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
ΛηΊ ι
2.15 1-4: Wardwell, (p) 2.10 1-4; Architect, (p) 2 Hi l-l:
Orvid,
(>8
reached
has
degrees.
(p)
temperature
"When Mrs. Parvenue was poor they
in 2.30.
Portland Division.
As water is cheaper than coal, the rule
u rii
used to say she was a great talker, but
DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J. WIIKKI.KR.
a popular one.—Chicago
become
should
since she became rich it is different."
REDUCED RATES.
WARRANT.
TO
PARIS, MAINE. TERMS : $25
Tribune.
"Indeed ! What do they say now?"
81 00.
Portland to Boston,
"They say she is a brilliant conversaA Clever Retort.
tionalist."
....
$1.00
§ta erooius,

Nasal

CATARRH

SHAW,

fi§j$£§\

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

AS

GOOD

~

Çj\Mfj/%7êUcXÎ4£

AS
A

DAILY

Both Papers One year for $2.25.

NEWS-

PAPER.

Worms?

(.Many

DECORATE.

I

True's Elixir

Eastern Steamship Company.

Sir William Fraser records a clever
retort made by Lord Adolphtis Fltz
Clarence when In France In attendance
Ile met the
ou the English queen.
Prince de Joiuvllle, who, as a French
admiral, professed to be patriotically
bellicose toward England In particular.
He said to Lord Adolphus in a friendly
manner: "You, my lord, and I are
I have had but one dream In
seamen.

lift·—to command a smart French frigate and to lay my own alongside of an
English ship of the saine strength for
twenty minutes." Lord Adolphus replied In a perfect spirit of courtesy,
"I think, sir, that ten would be enough."
ϋαπίηκ Braaa.
Almost nil hack saws or Jig saws
The
will cut soft brass very well.
teeth must be very fine and some Judgment employed In their use. The Jig
saws are extremely light, not larger
than a small wire, and must be used
lu a spring frame that will hold them
that they will not double up.
Jewelers' saws will be needed for
spring braes.

light

daily except Sunday,
Freight

He Still Wonder·.

Oi can underktband how thlm astronomers can calkllate th' distance nv a shtarr, Its
weight and dinslty and color and all
that, but th' thing tliot gets me Is how
they know Its nam·.—Puck.

yis,

The Sweet Tellla*.
Hannah—Have you told any
one of your engagement to Sir. Sweeter? Edltli—No; I haven't told a soulexcept Bessie Miller, who thought he
was going to ask her.

Aunt

other lines.

J.

Hot Much Lou.

F.

always

7

as

low

Dam, The Countess.

as

2d dam, Toilet,

44

44

44

2.04 1-4.

Legatee,2.SI 12; tieyacr lloy,

Sister of I.« Owaletta, 2.29 3-4 : irramlam of
l.ucretla. 2.21»; Maine, 2.27 1-2; <l:wn of A inont
Dictator, die of 1.

by

Foal··.! Jim··

Mambrino Kim:. î-

by Almont,
by

Jr., I

Dictator, II·'».

WHEELER'S STABLE, SOl'TII l».\KI>. MK.
TERMS: $25 TO WARRANT. ALL M A RES AT OWNERS' |{|>K.
WILL STAND AT W. J.

QUAKER RANGE

FAMILY TRADE.
44

Hai.,

3d dam, Mermaid

until further notice.

25

Sikko iiγ Dirkct

......

.......

Dam of Rt'fliluary
2.20 1-4.

Notice.

20

Farm.

Dam of Clilincxlu iiio (I), 2.2.» 14, hire of Klorlla
Chime* (|>), 2 10 1-4, an<l 2 oilier» In 2.«>

LISCOMB, Agent.
Franklin Wharf,

pounds daily

Village

p. m.

Prices of Ice fur season of 11)05 and

15

Bred at

1902.

Portland, Me

$ .75

per month,
44

44

1 00

44

44

1.25

30

44

44

44

44

1.50

35

44

44

44

44

1 .75

ICE FOR ICE CKEAM.

pounds 5c.,
pounds 15c.
20

50

pound») 10c.,

100

Shaved Ice per bushel 15c.
Shaved Ice per half bushel 10c.
WHOLESALE.

pounds and
delivery $1.50 per ton. Loss j
500 pounds at one delivery $2.00 per j
Farmers supplied at ice house as

All customers taking 500
over

than
ton.

at one

wanted at $1.50 per ton.

C. E. BENNETT,
Dealer in Ice,

SOU I H

PARIS AND ΧΟΗ WAY.

j

Wanted.

At th· Hub.

A New Yorker was visiting In Boston.
Seeing a parrot In a cage, he
risked:
"Does Polly want · cracker?"
"I require no sustenance from you
whatever," replied the Back Bay bird,
frith hauteur.—Yonkers Statesman.

rates

at

DIRECT.

Black colt, large stripe, front ankles white, hind legs white.

Portland, and India Wharf, Boston,

so

Flnnegan—Oh,

COUNT

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf,

PEELED PULPWOOD.
Spruce, Fir, Hemlock
and Poplar delivered at

I

nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy
The

to

on

remove

Ε. H. PIKE,
PARIS,

as

are

°0Wn a"d

50 CtS.

.

put

Week et

Variety îtore, Norway.

MAINF.

CASTORIA

For Infants and Children.

III KM Yob Han Aliap Bought
-··--·—

they

without bolts.
50 CtS.

any elation

"But," hissed the heavy villain, "suppose our plot should leak out"
In the new summer suit· it teems as I
"It's so thin It's likely to," shouted a
Jobeon—Frtenda are the greatest con·
though every type of figure and every ! loiations one can have In thia
world.
man In the audience, "but then there'·
olasa of taate have been taken into eon- j
sideration by the fashion designers. | Robson—You've never met any of the so little of It you'd hardly miss It"— WEST
1 »ndid
variety.
Philadelphia Press.
There are suits with short coats, long
coats and fitted coats, as well as some
and Tar ia peculiarly
Foley'a
Honey
that
little
garments
Yon will Hod poetry nowhere unlet
showing abbreviated
for aathma, bronohitia and
one can hardly oount to the ooat class at { idapted
you bring some with you.—Joubert
i Mum F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
sll.

A.

s

opiate*

soon

illed of a broken heart, all of which
shows that we don't always have to go
Louaway from home to be happy.—St.
Is Post-Dispatch.

[

h

TNI OCMTMIH

She—I should tell you to stop right water killed him, while Mrs. Sunfish

where you were.

I

S

There's One Range
That's Always Good

"I shall take a vacation myself," he
*:iid decidedly. "Get my things ready!"
"Never beard of such a thing!" ex"A tisli
claimed his wife excitedly.
taking a vacation just like the common
schoolboys and poor teachers! You
must be daft."
"Daft, nothing! (Jet my grip pack-

I

ii ο ii

S

ΕΛΑςΤ COPY OF WRAPPER.

SOUTH PARIS.

children: eafr,.

feebly suggested.

would you say if I
I

1) O

FOLEYSnONET^TAR

keep these fishermen amused."
••What can you do about It?" his wife

ed." Mrs. Sunfish obeyed, and
Mr. S. was ready.
i "Where do you go?" she asked.

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

Facsimile Signature of

L. M. TUFTS,
"you'll never come back."

of

Worms .Convulsions .Fcvenshness and Loss of Sleep.

Satisfaction fiuarnteed.

you, it's ridiculous.
we are expected to

Signature

Aperfed Remedy for Constipa
Hon, Sour Stonvarh.Diarrhoca

Stlp?.

specialty.

Nichols St..

Bears the

Àlx Smmi
StJOUUMAmmSmd. *

"Maud saya she's wildly in love with
Ae new motor car."

Sepia

Always Bought

/km/ft afOUJtSAMVELPtTCHSR
f^Ja» Seed'
*

&

HOT WEATHER PILES.
Persons afflicted with Piles should be
careful at this season of the year. Hot
weather and bad drinking water contribute to the conditions which make
Piles more painful and dangerous. De-

-jula-

—

L. F.

vacation too.

—

I

CAR

Jncreas-

3n.

I He—And what
Ifl should kiss you?

choos-

The Kind You Have

and 1 got no relief until
Foley's Kidney Cure.11 F. A. Shurtleff A

One's general health depends largely

young women are sensible about
some
ing out of door shoes, I think
leniency must be permitted them inl
house shoes.
Have some pretty slippers if you can
afford them. Have one pair if no more,
and see that they are discarded when
they take on the first ehabbineee.
The young woman who is employed
all day will take much pleasure in pretty
slippers with which to replace her shoes
when she comes home in the evening
It is well to make a shoe bag for one's
room and have the slippers where they
Even if you are tired,
are easily at hand.
you will find the change of footgear to
be infinitely restful.
It is well to have more than one pair
of walking shoes, too. By alternating
these, one throws into play different
muscles which aid in resting the feet.
Do not wear suaooy suoea iu raiuy
weather. Even if tbey are covered by
"rubbers" these must be removed during office hours and nothing is a surer
indication of ono's neatness than are
shoes.
If they are worn, see that they are
blackened. Wear the best shoes that
you can afford. Tbey will last longer
aud hold their shape.
To go back to house slippers, a much
daintier subject, be sure to discard them
when they show a tendency to become
worn.
It is a temptation to wear old
slippers when they have grown comr
fortable.
Have them comfortable in the beginning and avoid the untidiness of downat-the-heel footwear.
A woman's foot is almost always attractive when daintily dressed, and never
more so than at home, a hint which she
should remember and take advantage of.
The feet should always be bathed at
night, and by removing any weariness
this treatment is an excellent sleep

For Infante and Children.

Mats, Mirrors

I

and
upon the comfort of one's footwear
the judgment used in its selection.

MEDICINE

TO MANKIND

cf the
"1 wish to say a few words In praise
True 'L F.'Atwood's Bitters. Ihavetakenll
best
the
be
to
for years and find It
laxative medicine I can get. I was feellnc
took several bottles
vary bad last spring and
this
and it made ire feel lue a new man. If
use toy ou In
be
of
any
will
testimonial
at
are
liberty
Ir.e the sale of your medicine you
a boorito
to use It. This medicine is surely
mankind.'-5. W. Gordon,ChesterAte, Me.

I)o you see that worm
dangling just above us? It's been
there all day. and there It can stay for
I tell
all the trouble I shall give It.

α

in-1

I*

In any

Kisbland, just under the waves.
"Perfectly ridiculous; perfectly ridiculous," snapped Mr. Sunfish.
"Whnt is?" meekly asked his wife.
"Why, to imagine that we can't take

I

8IIîf.l

L. F.

A BOON

ieys,

where a man is
Besides this the foot looks more I "Yes! Another place
iisplaced by machinery."
in a well-fitting boot.
Nature is usually judicious in disféel impending ill,
When e'er
tributing the feet. She does not furnish I And need ayou
magic little pill,
a tall girl with tiny sizes, nor does she
No other one will fill the bill,
bestow upon small women those which
Like DeWitt'a Little Early Risera.
call for extra large shoes. It is well to
"Early
The Famous Little Pills,
defer to her sense of proportion and buy
! Risera," cure Constipation, Sick Headehoes accordingly.
never
etc.
gripe
They
One hears a big girl exclaim, "Oh, iche, Biliousness,
ar sicken, but
early rising energy.
impart
uear, my feet are so long!"
J. C.
or
adults.
children
either
for
Sood
Of course they are! Would it not be
j P. Jones, Chief Burgess, Milesburg
absurd if they were not?
Pa., eays: "I never used pills
Certainly it would not add to her Borough,
in
during the forty years of
beauty. A giant rose whose leaves were I my family that gave such satisfacminiature in size, would not gain in I houeekeeping,
Little Early
One must regard I tory results as DeWitt's
loveliness thereby.
Risers." Sold by F. A. Sliurtleff Λ Co.
the fitness of feet as well as of things.
I he question of ~Louis Quinze heels so I
"Do try to remember, Mr. Center, that
often arises that it may be well to sneak I thia ie a waltz—not a football match!"
of them.
Of course they are preposterous for
Rev. John Reid, Jr., of Great Falls,
If the high I
wear during business hours.
recommended Ely's Cream Balm
Mont.,
heel is to be worn at all, let it be used on to me. I can emphasize his statement,
then "It is a
possible cure for catarrh if used
Pa,f of dress shoes, and only
a,
should it be worn by the girl whose
Francis W. Poole,
as directed."—Rev.
step is high enough to warrant it.
Pastor Central Pres. Church, Helena,
High heels are worn upon the stage Mont.
Balm six
because they give a dainty appearance
After using Ely's Cream
to the feet and cause them to appear I weeks I believe myself cured of catarrh.
a
distance.
Joseph Stewart, Grand Ave., Buffalo,
^hen seen from
W hen it is a question of being worn Ν. Y.
only for an hour or two, the French heel
The Balm does not irritate or cause
For daily sneezing. Sold by druggists at 50 cents
«β permissible and pretty.
wear it is frivolous and foolish, and in or mailed by Ely Brothers, 56 Warren
very bad taete indeed.
St., New York.

AMERICAN FIELD AND HOG FENCE

WOOD ASHES

THINKS

shapely

Norway,

HEADQUARTERS FOR

will when It's vacation. Seems
as If they sorter wanted to tempt α feller to play hookey." But while he fished there was something going on in

very much,
ing a great part of the day, should wear , «amsters and all who drive
The , luffer from kidney diaeaae in aome form.
shoes which are not too heavy.
I
if
heels should be common sense, or
Foley's Kidney Cure atrengthena the
they can be worn with comfort, the cidneya and curea all forma of kidney
Cuban heels are a slight compromise in |< tnd bladder diaeaae. Geo. E. Hauaan,
favor of appearance and offer some sort I ocomotive engineer, Lima, 0., writes,
'Constant vibration of the engine caused
uf substantial base upon which to rest
I ne a great deal of trouble with my kidthe weight of the body.
I used

I

U. H. HEALD, Paris Hill, Me,

;

never

I,
dur-11

JU200 FARMS FOR SALEJU
Frothingham,

mouth, where be bad been carrying
tbeni because be couldn't find a can.
But the fish «imply wouldn't nibble.
"It's dead mean," be in-uitered, kicking the gravel Into the water. "They
always bite In school time, but they

j

—

Dyspepsia

dangled

a regard to daintiness as well
tod thought he had cancer. Hia drugit
comfort.
get recommended Kodoi and he aaya
I
to
who
woman
The young
attempts
He recommended it to
mred him.
srowd a number six foot into a number >tbera, who were alao cured." Kodol I
four shoe is taking the surest method of )yapepaia Cure digeata what you eat and
troublea. Juat as
turea all atomacb
lisfiguring her pedal extremities.
Shoes which are too small deform the lurely aa the aun ahinea your atomacb
toot, change its natural shape and make tan be brought back to it· originally
'*· a thing to be hidden under long >ure condition and life aweetened by
skirts. Bulging sides of a shoe do not hia laating and truly the greateat digestmake up for an inch of length done away I int known. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A
with, and the girl who wishes to have Jo.
pretty feet must judge of their symmetry
If you would force a woman to acunstockinged. How many young women
could stand the test? More I believe ] cnowledge the corn atep on her toea.
than in days gone by, for we are becomTRAVELING IS DANGEROUS.
ing more sensible and no longer regard
kidneys
silly fashion to interfere with the rules I Constant motion jara inthe
the body by
"hyg'en®, which make for real beauty. vhich are kept in place
the
reaaon
ia
Γη· young woman whose employment lelicate attachments. This
hat travelers, tralnmeo, atreet car men,
makes it necessary for her to stand

LowestPricesiiiOMGouRtv. yard.
NORWAY,

MADE Ull iIH ill

Little Bill hud ;
was poor.
his bob in the river all the
morning. lie had baited bis book with
the choicest worms extracted from his j

Fishing

The water should be salted, allowing
of brine to a quart of water, and
be hot or cold, according to individual
peruse.
constitution.
Decapitate foresight and have tact of
The feet should be scrubbed all over
revision or reviewing.
with a nail brush, which will often preI
vent the formation of corns, and hard
Ko Show For Jim at 7.
spots on the eoles may be reduced with a
fine file beALSO
Sunday School Teacher—Can't you piece of fine emery paper or
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.
in water.
bring a little boy to Sunday sfchool fore the feet are placed
The brine may be made by dissolving
Cement sidewalks made in 18 and next Sabbath?
j
a pint of sea salt in two quarts of water,
24 inch squares for $1.00 per square I Jimmy—Xo'm. All de boys up my
pouring it into a covered jar or bottle,
Cement steps made to order. 1 way is bigger dan me.—Chicago Jour- and
allowing it to stand for twenty-four
I nal.
South Paris, Maine.
hours.
As the brine is used the bottle may be
Key to th* Punier.
I
filled with clear water, repeating the
MAINE.
No. βϋ.—Word Squares: I.—1. Mash. process till all salt is gone.
2. Anna. 3. Snow. 4. Hawk. II.—1.
A powder used in the German army
l»:oe?t9 what v«u eat·
for sifting into the shoes and stockings
Idol. 2. Dome. 3. Omen. 4. Lent,
No. 70.—Illustrated Proverb: Hope of foot soldiers is called "Fusetreupulver," and consists of three parts of
springs eternal iu the humau breast.
ten parts of starch and
A REVELATION.
Xo. 71.—Anagrams: Cat be In. cab- salicylic acid,
eighty-seven parts pulverized soap stone.
inet. can bite.
If you will make inquiry it will be a
OTROUrS SPRING LIST describes the 200 best bargains selected
in
Russell
It
chafing.—Lillian
prevents
'Η
Ο from over 3,000 farms listed withus forsale in Maine. Vermont, f Π
revelation to you how many succumb to
No. 72.—Two or Three Cats:·I. Cat- McCall'e.
Massachusetts,Connecticut, New York. Delaware and Maryland; 5 to
Cata3.
2. Catacoustice.
acomb.
kidney or bladder troubles in one form
1.000 acre·. $T>00 to fc.O.000; on easy terms. Cub show the buildings ou feOof these farms. Stmt
If the patient is not beyond
or another.
ka>« alack. tools aad kooackoM foraiiure iacladcd. All described in detail with travelling InstrucWhat Is a Baby?
logue.
tions so that you can visit the farni and trade with the owner. It is the most complete book of
medical aid, Foley's Kidney Cure will
Xo. 73.—Fractional rroblem: .Voue
real farmbancaius ever issued. Just out: mailedhee. Write to-day. Address
Here are some good definitions of a cure. It never
disappointa. Sold by F.
ioet Tempi·, Beatoa, or Auguat», Mai··.
y, Τ remo
A. STROUT. ISO Niwu St.N. V. City.
zuela (Ven-ez-u-ela). Venice. Inez, but baby:
A. Shurtleff & Co.
A gonte.
■ι
"The bachelor's horror, the mother's
j1 elation.
Import treasure, and the despotic tyrant of the
Mistaken Identity. "Well, my son,"
Xo. 74.— Enigma: Imply.
South Paris,
VV. O.
D. M. French,
ι
said the stranger who was taking in the
Impel. Improve. Impolite. Imprint. most Republican household."
"The morning caller, noonday crawler, sights of Salt Lake City. "I am glad to
Impair. Impotent. Impulse. Iuiper
and midnight bawler."
hear you whistling. I hope you are as
feet
"The only precious possession that happy as you seem."
Double Diagonal: Burns
Xo. 75.
uever excites envy."
"1 ain't your son," returned the child.
l>Hrer. Crosswords—1. Brier. 2. ltul·
"The latest edition of humanity, of "Ma told me my pa was a short, fat man
er.
3. Arrow. 4. Ituius. 5. Dross.
which every couple think they possess with whiskers."
Xo. 7tL
Appropriate Intersections: the finest copy."
WILL CURE CONSUMPTION.
"A native of ail countries, who speaks
1. Hey! Ho! llelgho.' 2. Hem. ahem!
A. H. Herren of Finch, Ark., writes,
3. Oh, oh! -!. Well, well! 5. rho! the language of none."
"A few inches of coo and wiggle, "Foley's Honey and Tar ia the beat
(Foe.) β. Hum!
writhe and scream, filled with suction preparation for coughs, colds and lung
and testing apparatus for milk, and auto- trouble. I know that it has cured conDon't let the children eulTer. If they matic alarm to regulate supply."
sumption in the first stages." F. A.
s men.
55 INCH. M
are fretful, peevish and cross, give them
"A thing we are expected to kiss and Shurtleff & Co.
Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea. The look as if we enjoyed it."
heat baby tonic known. Strength and
"A little stranger with a free pass to
Hi*—How did that old millionaire
health follow its use. 35 cents. F. A. the heart's best affections."—Ex.
make his money?
»
tihurtleff Λ Co.; Orin Stevens. ,
Dix—He invented a suspender buckle
a
Do Not Forget.
that turned into a night latch key.
Bessie (meaningly)—And you didn't
That rapid eating is slow suicide.
τ
receive an invitation to theSwellington's
That happy children are almost in- TIME TRIED AND MERIT PROVEN.
&
ball!'
One Minute Cough Cure is right on
variably healthy children.
Tess'e (evasively)—Did you?
That in sleeping in a cold room, es- time when it comes to curing Coughs,
Bessie (triumphantly)—To be sure.
It ia
tablish a habit of breathing through the Croup, Whooping Cough, etc.
Tessie (sweetly)—And whom are you nose, never with the mouth open.
perfectly harmless, pleasant to take and
That a severe paroxysm of coughing is the children's favorite Cough Syrup.
Regular Style
going to chaperon?
Special Nog, Morse aad Cattle Style
Stay· la in. or 6 la. apart
may be arrested by a tablespoonful of F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Stays la la. or 6 In. apart
>Iiss Nellie Gaunt—At the zoo I liked glycerine in a wineglass of hot milk.
When everybody elae admits that they
That to compel a child to eat anything
Made of large, strong, high-grade steel wires, heavily galvanized.
monkey house best.
which its palate naturally rebels are wrong and that you are right the
Mrs.
Ellie
against
Gaunt—Don't
for
and
contraction Is practically eversay "monkey
Amply provides
expansion
will be in full bloom.
child; It sounde so common. is a cruelty at the moment, and i> likely millennium
lasting. Never goes wrong, no matter how great a strain is put on it. bouse,"
to produce evil résulta later on.
Please call it the "apiary."
Does not mutilate, but does,
turn cattle, horses, hoc»
That bits of white wax used freely
Why auffer with apring tiredness,
and pigs.
when packing white garments or fabrics, mean, cross feeling, no strength, no ap"But" complained the young man, "if
such as tulle or silk evening gowns, petite? Holliater's Rocky Mountain Tea
you don't care for me, why have you
choice lace, crepe shawls, etc., will keep will make you well and keep you well.
EVERY ROD OF AMERICAN FENCE GUARANTEED
bee· encouraging roe all this time?"
Î5 cents. Tea or Tablets. F. A. Shurtthem from turning yellow.
"Encouraging you?" she answered;
That a few drops of the tincture of leff Λ Co. ; Orin Stevens.
by the manufacturers and by us. Call and see it. Can show you hoir "why, I haven't been doing that. Of benzoin
the
put into the water in which
I have let you hold
it will save you money and fence your fields so
hands
they will stay fenced. coona,but,
face is bathed will prevent the shiny apMag—Wot la "platonic affection,"
:iom«,
gracious, if you cell that enof the akin with which so Liz? Ia it love?
pearance
couragement you ought to see me when
in
Liz—Well, no; it ain't true love! Dere
many people are affected, especially
ITa with Jack."
lin't no quarreling in it, ner no fighting,
warm weather.
That cold water is the salvation of the tier worrying, ner booking, ner drinking,
Cleanse your system of all impurities
It strengthens the skin by aer getting arreated for non-aupport, ner
<fcieuonth. Now is the time to take complexion.
the circulation, and render* nuthin' wot'a really passionate!
HoiKster's Rocky Mountain Tea. It will stimulating
it almost proof against chape and erupkeep you well all summer. 35 cents, Tea tions. When
Ton never heard of any one using
the skin needs cleaning,
or Tablets.
F. A.Shurtleff Λ Co.; Orin
Foley's Honey and Tar and not being
warm water is absolutely necessary.
Stavena.
latisfied. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

South Paris, Maine.

Anirn*! Story For
Littte Foiko

A Sad Ending

is

When shoes are selected, it is well to
I
put aside the innate feminine vanity
that suggests trying a smaller size.
Life is too
Ilave them comfortable.
short to go about in constant physical I
pain, brought about by one'e own follv. I

6.

hundred people who have heart trouble
remember when it was simple indigestion. It is a scientific fact that all cases of

1 will furnish lH>OKS and WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

a

One must not worry o'er the —;
Our present duties are too
And time tlies by so very

Builders' Finish ! Hearts
indigestion.
Are due to

—.

5.

Weak

i:. W. ( HilOLliK,

;

Of all the birds 1 love the
Because he la so bold and
And always likes to have his

the Unitod States. Address Foster-MilSold by all
burn Co.. Buffalo. Ν. Y.
dealers; price, fifty cents per box.

5 Co.3e'e">—'New D.Yqrk
.HUNN
C.
Branch Offlco. «5 Κ St, Washington.

;

The tale Is long, but here's the
I chased the scoundrel In the
Caught him and hit him with my

Oxford Oemoem. Pari*. Milan.

it a time, have them "sensible."

GINtJINB.

Moat of the patent medicine teetiThe
oonlala ere probably genuine.
ollowing notice reoently appeared in
be Atobiaon (Kan.) Globe: "Joe Tack,
the
> well known engineer, ranning on
liaeonri Pacific between Wiobita and
flow*, lately appeared in a big one,
vith a picture, ana when be wa· in this
iffice to-day, we aaked him about it. He
hie atomacb,
aya be had terrific paina in

I
I

1.

( used three boxes and they cured me.
Now I can go anywhere and do as much
I sleep well and feel no disas anybody.
comfort at all."
A FIîEE THIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Sprague will
be mailed on application to any part of

sket.-h and dMcriptton
r opiuioii free
Htii; pnlMtttUft Communlca
ίητ·ι" 'it i*i ""
tliiiidboofcon 1'ateutc
i"i.u.lentliU.
■bms-tuctly
ii.-ei
y f<-r .wurmif patents.
«cut fri'ft. Oldest
iVen:« tiUo'i through Munn Λ Co. recetT*
«u/if, without chnrue. tu 11)0
AiiTone
•.utcki/ iwvrt.

5. A abort sleep.
Zigzag: A largely developed iwrtion
of tbe nervous system luclosed in tin

api'igbt

did and lived.
The pain in my
so
was
back
bad that I ■
could not sleep
at
night. I
could not ride
A. c. SPHAars.
unable even
a horse and sometimes wn
My condition was critto ride in a car.
ical when I sent for Doau's Kidney Tills.

EXPERIENCE

....

2. Put of u circle.
•nopened
3. A large serpent. 4. A bony sub
stance uu fish which keeps tbeir bo-Jit?
flower.

I

as

77.—Kai7 llnag.

Mo.

ever

man

suffered

If

Crosswords (three letters each): 1. All

other fatal diseases.
Sinter». honest testimony like the following should convince every skeptic.
A. C. Spra^ne, stock dealer, of Normal,
111., writes: "For two whole years I
was doing nothing but buying medicines
to cure my kidI do
n ey s.
not think that

Chas. F. Ri
Comer Main and Danforth

Count*,

Thousands of grateful people are telling every day how I>oan's Kidney Pills
cured iluui of distressing and dangerous
kidney and bladder troubles.
Y<>t oilier thousands are suffering every
day from those same ills. Why? They
are either very uigligent or very skeptical. Neglcet of kidney disorders leads to
dropsy, dialietes, Bright's disease and

patterns anil clean

to close out odd

PAIN.

Half Thb Man's Sufferings WouM
Have Killed Many a Person,
But Doan's Cured Him.

—

STRICTLY

HOMEMAKEBS· COLUMN.

-—λ

;

Bears the

^

————·

